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Empty arena banquet room costs city money 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
The arena banquet room has turned into a white 
elephant for the municipality of Terrace, and in- 
dications are there will be a change in the facility's 
operation in the future. Municipal treasurer Keith 
Norman revealed figures which show the banquet 
room has gone from a $7,000 profit in 1977 to a $15,000 
loss for the !979 operations by the end of September. 
"Something has to be done to create for revenue," 
he said, "keeping it as a banquet room is simply not 
worthwhile." 
ffoyce Aimgren, a clerk at the arena office, says the 
banquet room is booked for perhaps one night out of 
seven every week: The room is utilized by the 
recreation department on some occasions-free of 
charge, The room is generally left empty the rest of 
the time. Bob l-Iallsor, the municipal administrator for 
Terrace, admitted thd facility is "basically not being 
used" though it is available for rent to any group. 
When first constructed, it was thought the banquet 
room would attract social events suchas weddings, 
but that simply hasn't happened. As Hallsor explains, 
there are numerous ocial halls around town, such as 
flze one run by the Oddfellows. Since the service group 
hells are generally run by volunteers, the banquel 
room simply can't compete in terms of dollars. 
i 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove gd., Pr, Rupert 
624-5639 
i 
WE BOY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Call us - We are 
,. open' Hen. throap Sat., O a.ni.-5 p.m.. , ,  
Stump fee 
to decide 
FORT NELSON, B.C 
(CP) -- The amount of. 
government stumpage fe 
reduction will determin 
whether one-third of thi 
Peace River community' 
work force will have Jobs s 
its three lumber mills. 
Forests Minister Tot 
Waterisnd said Friday h 
would reduce stumpage f e 
- -  a timber-harvesting tax-
for the three mills to offs~ 
increased transportatio 
c06ts ' and slumping marke~ 
Playground 
is polluted 
RICItblOND, B.C. (CP) - 
The Fraser River Coalitio 
is concerned that childre 
are playing in a partl~ 
fenced vacant lot near th 
Fraser River, which a fi~ 
and wildlife spokesman call 
"the most highl~ 
contaminated piece of Inn 
in B.C." 
Later Chemicals Ltd, 
which previously owned th 
' l and ,  manufacture  
pesticides for more than 2 
years at its plant, outdoor 
and in dirt-floored shed~ 
virtually saturating the sit 
with chemicals, said Ric'~ 
Morley. 
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Candidates 
to gather 
The Terrace Jayeees 
have organized an All 
Candidates meeting 
for aldermanic can- 
didates for Monday 
night, Nov. 12, at 7 
p.m. in the R.E.M.I.de 
Theatre. 
'.~ today he will be ready to us~ 
, federal powers to impose ~. 
~.~ plan for higher oil prices if 
.agreement with the 
, ~ provinces is not reached by 
the end of next week. 
[/ Clark said at his weekly 
,-: news conference that here is 
'~. broad consensus on the 
' ' " range of price increases, but 
disa~esment with a federal 
,. 
plan to impose higher taxes 
on oil companies, partlcu- 
J; larly those which are foreign 
,, owned. 
, . .  
Financial  picture of Distr ict o f  Terrace 's  Facility i9~7 1978 1979 
recreatiormlfacflities. Arena ice rink $152,000 $113,000 $106,000 (est.) 
• Arena banquet room +$7,000 $11,000 $15,000 
Listed here are the yearly subsidies for the t (profit) (deficit)(as of Sept.) 
operation of three of the main recreational fac i l i t i~ .~mming pool $80,000 $91,000. $94#00 
ROOM BECOMES ELECTION ISSUE 
The continued eterioration i  the financial 
picture of the municipally-run arena banquet 
room has three Candidates in the Nov. 17 election 
calling for a change .in its operation. 
Jack Talstra, an incumbent seeking re- 
election is looking for the most drastic change. 
He thinks the banquet room concept should be 
abandoned completely, and the space converter ~ 
into a youth centre. He would also like to see the 
space expanded. 
"I would Hke to see an addition to the ice arena 
which would hold perhaps handball courts," he 
said. The front end. of the arena could be ex- 
panded'and renovated, says Talstra. 
"I don't want it to be a capital expense that will 
cost the taxpayer money," he added. Talstra 
hopes the expanded facility could pay for itsel.'. 
through increased use. Incumbent Aldermm. 
Helmut Giesbrecht agreed the present facility, 
"doesn't seem to have any use", and isn't 
generating any revenue. Giesbrecht thinks 
"there must be some way to increase its use!' 
and will bring up the issue at the upcoming all 
candidates forum, on Monday, Nov. 12 at 7 p.m 
"I would like to see the arena banquet room 
converted into a community centre for youno 
people," suggested Molly Nattress, who i. 
seeking her' first term on council  
Nattress ays the centre could be used both as 
a recreational facility and "for young people to 
drop in". She says it would help keep young 
i~eeple off the streets. Nattress ays she will push 
for the conversion of the banquet room, "If I 'm 
in office and we have any tax dollars." 
h 
Prospects look dim 
The arena banquet room sits nearly empty most of the 
time, but for the next few days at least it will be filled 
with the proposals for changes offered by the can- 
didates in the local election campaign. 
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BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
4536 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 1() a.m..6 p.m. dally except Sunday 
Frl.tlll9 pJ~. 
HOSTA@ES 
' ea th '  
chanted  
World leaders to help 
TEHRAN (CP) -- 
Thousands o~,demonstrators 
ch'aating '~death to 
America" marched on the 
U.S. embassy in Tehran 
today as hopes remained 
dim that diplomatic efforts 
might lead to the early 
release of about 100 hostages 
being held at the embassy by 
Iranian students. 
So far all attempts onego. 
tiate the release of the hos- 
tages, who include about 60 
U.S. citizens, have been 
rejected by the students, who 
say they have the support of 
Iran's unofficial head of 
state, Ayatollah Ruhollah 
Khomeini. 
The latest attempt at 
negotiations by represen- 
tatives of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization met 
with failure Thursday when 
the students refused to meet 
them. Earlier, Khomeini 
refused to meet with two 
U.S. representatives s nt by 
President Carter. 
The students say the 
hostages will not be released 
until the U.S. extradites 
Shah Mohammad Reza 
Pahlavi to Iran for trial. The 
shah is undergoing cancer 
treatment at a hospital in 
New York City. 
Today ,  Egypt ian  
President Anwar Sadat 
joined a growing list of world 
.......~.......~.~...~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.......~...~.~.~...~.~.~.~v.°.~.~.~..~.~°~..~.~..~.~..~.:~:.:~:.:~:.:~:.:.:.:~ 
BREAK THR 0 UGH? 
TEHRAN (CP) -- The firr~t Ankara, who asked not to be 
signs of a break in the identified, said the 
standoff over the U.S. era. Palestinians are seeking the 
baasy hostogetaking came release of a few hostages as 
today with news that a a first step toward ending thc 
Palestine Liberation Or. standoff. 
ganizatlon mediation team Earlier reports said the 
has begun talks with Iranian students, who are deman- 
authorities and student ding the extradition from the 
militants, U.S. of deposed Shah 
A PLO source in Turkey Mohammad Reva Pahlavi, 
reported that PL0 had rejected the PLO 
representatives are in mediation team. 
contact with Iran's Unofficial Tehran Radio said 
head of state, Ayatollah representatives of the Red 
Rahollah Khomeini, and stu. Cress, the Red Lion in Iran, 
dents who stormed the were allowed into the era- 
embassy last Sunday. hussy today and found the 
The hostages include 60 hostages in good condition. 
U,S. citizens and an But thePLO source said the 
estimated 30 to 40 other Red Lion reported some are 
persons, mostly Asians. suffering from mental 
The PLO source in duress. 
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Ali offers self 
NEW YORK (AP) - 
Muhammad All, the farmer 
world heavyweight boxing 
champion who is a Moslim, 
is reported to have offered 
his help to secure the release 
of the 60 America~ being 
held in the U.S. embassy in 
and I don't hink they would 
hurt me." 
All indicated that he knows 
such a swap could be dan- 
gerous: "Even if they shoot 
me, I'm just one man, and if 
I could save 60 people, I'd 
take my chances. 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
The $64,000 question is 
when will the Terrace 
swimming pool reopen? 
Will it ever reopen? 
Well, according to pool 
manager Cary Humphrey it r left will, and he's look ing  'Brat' towards Tuesday as a target 
i)i date. NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) -- If The real question, ot 
the New Zealand police are 
,.'~ still looking for 20-year-old NO paper  
Wendy Porter, they'd hotter 
send an officer to this "H I~ , lm 
Vancouver lsland city. ~ ' -  " IV lonaa-  
Police in New Zealand 
issued astatement Thursday The Daily Herald will not 
saying Miss Porter had been publish on Monday Nov. 12 
missing there since Oct. 26 as the staff takes a holiday 
and that hay and her mother for Rememberance Day. 
were extremely concerned The Herald will resume 
about her safety. They publication on Tuesday NoV. 
distributed her discription 13 with all the regular 
and photograph throughout features. 
the country in an attempt to Postal services and banks 
locate her. will also be closed Monday 
co.urse, is why has the pool 
been shut down since the 
Labour Day weekend. 
The problems relate to the 
old filter tanks which, ap- 
parently.through neglect, 
HERE'S SOMETHING 
TO RING YOUR BELL 
B.C. Tel says it will begin to credit its 
customers with a rebate with December bills in 
compliance with a Canadian Radio-television 
and Telecommunications Commission decision 
ordering a $7-mfllion Anti-inflation Act refund. 
Rebate amounts will vary according to the 
amount of each customer's recurring monthly 
rental but the one-time rebate is expected to be 
in the range of 25 to 30 per cent of the customer's 
monthly exchange rental, exclusive of long 
distance and other non-recurring charges. 
All subscribers who receive the November bill 
for recurring monthly rental will receive the 
rebate credit with their December bill period 
statement. 
had been allowed to 
gradually deteriorate over 
the years. The filter tanks, 
which properly monitor the 
amount of chemicals that 
see  page  3 
exchange himself far the 
hostages. 
President Carter, whose 
own peace mission failed two 
days ago, reacted by halting 
shipments of spare military 
parts to Iran during the 
crisis and postponed a two- 
day state visit to Canada. 
Khomeini in Tehran would 
study the suggestion. 
"If agreed to by all par- 
lies, I would go," All is 
quoted as saying. "I'd go 
quick, even if they wanted to 
hold me instead of those 
people, I'd go. I'm a Muslim 
the United Nations, told a 
news conference Thursday 
that the PLO will go to any 
lengths to get recognition 
from the U.S. government 
and may have staged the 
embassy takeover as a 
means of getting it. 
Kitimat settles with teachers 
School District No. 80 and the Kitimat District 
Teachers Association have reached agreement on a 
new contract effective Jan. 1, 1980. 
The agreement, accepted unanimously by teachers 
and the board, provides for a 9.92 per cent increase in 
teachers' salaries. 
In addition, the board has agreed to increase its 
• share of medical premiums from 70 per cent to 100 per 
cent. 
Negotiations began Sept. 20 using a new single team 
approach instead of the usual adversary technique. 
KTDA president Jackie Worhoys said the team, 
composed of eight eachers, three board members and 
two staff members used a problem solving approach 
to reach agreement.  
The team approach, suggested by teacher Tom 
Williams and Trustee Noel Halton, proved so suc- 
cessful that the board and KTDA have decided to 
adopt the technique to solve problems which arise 
during the school year. 
Members of the single team bargaining committee 
were: Reg Stowell, Noel Halton, Tom Williams, 
Jackie Worboys, Don Van Kleek, Brian Smith, Stanley 
Watchorn, Nell Worboys, Hits Grant, Bryan Graydon. 
Chee Ling, Bey Rodrigo and Susan Brayton. 
V nen will the pool open? 
Cary Humphrey, Terrace Pool Manager, expects the slide is one of the renovations done while the pool has 
new pool slide to be very popular with youngsters. The been closed. Photo by ore~ M,ddreto, 
hostages, but doctors ay he 
is too ill to be moved. 
Officials in several other 
states, including Pakistan 
and the Vatican, have also 
offered to help. Muhammad 
All, former world 
heavyweight  boxing 
champion, offered today to 
boxer to the Iranian era. 
hussy in Washington, the 
New York Post said today. 
The newspaper quoted an 
Iranian embassy official as 
saying the idea has merit 
and that the government of
the Ayatollah Ruhollah 
WINDSOR, Ont. ¢ CP) -- A 
Nations says the Palestine 
Liberation Organization 
may be behind the oc- 
eapution of the U.S. embassy 
in Iran. 
Harr is  Schoenberg,  
director of the B'nai Brith 
International organization at 
~ ".:.:.:.:.:::::':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':,;':~:':':' leaders offering to help, 
saying he would fly the shah changing himseif for t ehos . I ran 'even if it means ex. 
Clark ready inhis PLO said 
The shah has said he would rages. 
By JOHN FERGUSON leave the U.S. if it would help TheU.S. state department beh ind  i t  
!:~i OTTAWA (CP) --  Prlmq secure the release of the expressed some interest in 
Minister Joe Clark sah the idea and referred the Jewish leader at the United 
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l NEWS BRIEFS 
als are a matter of life breath Christmas Se ostablished an emergency • supply allocation board, 
Trudean said it took the 
threat of defeat earlier this 
week in the Commons for the 
Clark administration to buy 
Social credit votes with a 
promise to set up such a 
board. 
Liberal House Leader 
Allan MacEachen had to 
point out to the energy 
just that during a first minlsterthatPrimeMinlster 
ministers' conference on Clark had given the Social 
Credit hat promise, he said, 
Residential Tree Service 
, ,' +Trimming +Topping 
Fully experienced, 
Iicenced & Insured 
FREE EST IMATES 
. ' - - - - -  847 9"4'7 (Smlthor.) 3212 KALUM 
Smooth Sailing 
to the 
Herald! 
PHONE 635-6 .~" 
OJstom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors -Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9 - $ 
Other hours by appointment, 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
NOW OPEN I 
ALEX'S BODY SHOPi 
in the old McEwan's Shop i 
(Across from the Skoona Hotel) 
4513 Greig 
i ! VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
. Furniture Repair 
i ~lllstoratiols, Hope Chests 
~ Custom Hale Flreitlre,'Refinishing 
'~, General hildiag Contracting' 
635-2326 3i 251.0 S. Kalum 636-6686 Terrace 
& WCEnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
W~yna ~3$-5184 
Days isS.iZZS Ernle 63$.t'4$3 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AHO EQUIPMENT LTO. 
PIPE•PL UMBINGSUPPLIES. PU~PS. 
HOSES. NUTbANDBOLTS FE.NCING 
WATER SOFTENERS ANDMORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - N. ,  s c .v=o 
635-7158 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
Phqmo 638-1634 m 635-3545 
SW•S•.• THRUWA y MUFFLERS 
A Winter Months 
Nov. - Feb. 
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kslum Street 
Plumbing • Heating • Commercial Servl(~lng 
Realdeetlal • Industrial • Spoclallslng Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
44M LAK|LSE AVENUE 
P.U, Box 534 PHUNE 435.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VIG 4BE OR 635-9320 
Install • Service ~s ,  Wood & O11 Foran~ 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE tkls.ql2$2 ANYTIME 
I~OW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
Interior- Exterior. Residential. Commercial 
Specializing In Send Blsstlng and Industrial Castings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phonq~ 15-dSS9 ODD N ICOLAYS E N 
pOP, s 
PIZZA WAGON 
Pizza and sub.buns delivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
FALL SPECIAL 
Ever/Sunday & Wednesday 
October 17 to Ilevoilier 11 
With any order for Pizza of ~I.00 and up, 
order o t "  pizza of your choice for Ys price. 
MiNe 1135-M14 , 
Free delivery Tuesday to Sunday 
Closed Monday 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS- FURNACES - -  FIREPLACE5 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offw the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO-VAC Residential. 
Commercial end Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
comprss~d elf fo~ ~sltlve action. 
"O~r service gives positive end efficient results" 
C~II the PRO.VAC people today and see for yourself. 
Phone: 
Twracs 636"5292 
Klflmat 632-2466 
Pro.Vat  Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Ser/elces Division 
Kltlmat-Terrace, B.C. 
Ready Mix Concrete; Sand, Gravei, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
~A Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent., 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE tEl.aiM 
P.J,H. READY MIX 
Cenltructlen ktd, 
Pliant Off Krumm Reed 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYSA WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 1-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4436 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~:~:~:~:~:.~:~:~:~:.:.:~:~:.:~:~:.~.:~:~:.:~.:.:.:~:~::~:.:~:.:.:.~.:.~ 
Wff ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOMF. BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3~ ; 3 ~,ALU~A St r~ I 
;~RffAC£ S C PHONEb35.2473 
,TD, 
~,.~9~L D fOX "fu,, . . . .  
ouo U,tL~ t~ RO [~ 6 006( 
JAM E.~ GRAY 
4936 McDEE! 
t~.u91 
ROi I;.~,~I ON A |. 
~"~,~" IE  PEN DAB L E 
FLOORING CARPET & 
INSTALLATION 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
' FREE 
T[WCE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFI~1ES 
For these Items 
, tear tooth , bear clews 
,A, wolf tooth ,ileaver teeth 
, moose or door allots is,no,ear pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERUCE HOTEL 
GLACIER 
L ~,~,~ 4411iLegieaAvme 
A Terrace, D.C. 
S A Complete Glass and 
S Aluminum Service 
;TARBOARD 
RCK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
635-3OO1 
Ken Henasn 
energy next week, "So that is the state of cue- 
He told a Liberal fund- fusion and inaction in the 
raising dinner that despite government at a time when 
the energy crisis is repeated warnings of 
passible oil shortages, the threatening Canada. once 
federal government has not again." 
Katmda to intervene 
LONDON • (Reuter). -- 
Zambian President Kenneth 
Kaunda has decided to 
personally intervene in the 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia peace 
talks, putting new mo- 
mentum into the lengthy 
negotiations which have 
become deadlocked over 
British proposals governing 
transition to majority rule. 
Kaunde, whose country is 
among several so-called 
frontline black African 
states providing bases for 
black nationalist guerrillas 
attempting to overthrow the 
biracial government in 
Salisbury, arrived in London 
on Thursday. 
British officials said 
Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher told him in lengthy 
private discussions of the 
need for a quick settlement 
in the negotiations, which 
reach the end of their ninth 
week today. 
Officials said he would 
meet with Mrs. Thatcher 
• again today to continue his 
conciliatory role in helping 
Britain reach settlement at 
the talks with Patriotic 
Front guerrilla leaders 
Joshua Nkomo and Robert 
Mugabe and Zimbabwe 
Rhodes ia ' s  b i rac ia l  
government led by Prime 
Minister Abel Muzorowa. 
Bankers get it first 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A line when a company goes 
government bill introduced broke and assets are divided. 
in the Senate Thursday gives It allows walke earners to 
banks and other money 
lenders first crack at 
bankrupt firms' assets 
ahead of wage earners. 
The legislation, virtually 
identical to bankruptcy 
proposals of the previous 
Liberal government, gives 
workers seeking unpaid 
wages preferred status 
ahead of unsecured 
creditors. 
But secured creditors, 
such as banks, money len- 
dam and other financial 
ins t i tu t ions  ho ld ing 
collateral on loans and mort- 
gages, are at the head of the 
claim up to $2,000 in unpaid 
wages and $500 to cover 
pension and other health and 
welfare contributions if that 
much is left after secured 
creditors are looked after. 
A bill introduced last 
Febr.uary • by. Warren 
Allmand, then consumer and 
corporate" affairs minister, 
proposed to give workers 
priority over secured 
creditors, The government 
changed its tune and the 
legislation when faced with 
strong opposition from 
senators, banks and other 
financial institutions. 
Ladies up in the air 
PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE, 
Man. (CP) --  There will be 
no special treatment for four 
women who began pilot 
training Thursday at 
Canadian Forces Base 
Portage la Prairie. 
"None whatsoever," says 
forces information officer 
Col. Carl Fitzpatrick. 
"They'll get the same course 
precisely as the men." 
The four are the first 
women ever to be admitted 
to the tr~ning program by 
the Canadian Forces. 
Lt.-Col. Mel. Hogarth, 
officer in charge of flight 
training, said they have been 
included in a class with 40 
men as part of a threa-to-five 
year trial to-evaluate the 
~rformance of ,.w~men i  
"~itita f y" t, ble~', triZdittonaS~y 
• assigned to men, 
The program was 
developed tomeet provisions 
of the Canadian Human 
Rights Act. 
"What we have planned is 
to have a five.year period to 
look at producing ap- 
proximately 20 women 
pilots, which we think would 
be a viable number," 
Hogarth said, ~" 
He acknowledged this will 
he a drop in the bucket 
compared with the 120 pilots 
who normally graduate up to 
wing standard in one year. 
Energy bill expensive 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
President Carter has won a 
major political victory with 
Senate approval of'the meet 
expensive energy bill ever to 
clear either house of 
Congress. 
The $54.1-bilUon measure 
includes $20 billion for 
de~'elopment of synthetic 
fuels, $5.8 billion for con- 
servation and $6.2 billion for 
converting farm products 
into a substitute for gnsoline. 
About $2 billion more would 
go for a variety of other 
energy projects. 
But the legislation, ap- 
.proved~ !o 19 on Thursday, 
m subemnually arger than 
the version passed by the 
House of Representatives. It 
now goes to a conference 
committee where the dif. 
ferencea will have to be 
worked out. 
Senator Henry Jackson 
(Dem. Wash.), chairman of 
the Senate energy com- 
mittee, said of the Senate 
bill: "This is the largest 
single energy enterprise in 
the history of the country." 
Following a debate 
sprinkled with references to 
'the fragility of oll supplies 
from Iran and  other oil- 
producing countries, Senate 
Democratic Leader Robert 
Byrd said: "I think we have 
created a blueprint for the 
nation's energy security." 
Policy shift criticized 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Im- 
migration Minister Ron 
Atkey, under fire for what 
opposition critics describe as 
a shift in policy on family 
reunification, said Thursday 
no. fewer people will be 
admitted next year to Can- 
ada through family sponsor. 
ships than this year. 
Atkey said in an interview 
that government policy has 
been misrepresented by 
Liberal MP Bob Kaplan, who 
has accused Atkey of 
deciding to cut family 
sponsorships in favor of 
increasing the number of 
independent immigrants 
accepted in Canada. 
He made his statement 
some hours after a Commons 
exchange between an angry 
Multiculturniism Minister 
Steve Paprcski and Kaplan, 
Liberal immigration critic. 
NOTICE 
THE LAZELLE MEDICAL 
CLINIC will be open 
MONDAY, HOV. 12 
from 
1:30 PM to 5:00 PM 
POOL f rom one 
goes into the water, had to be 
replaced. That's where the 
real problem began. 
"We fully expected we 
would be shut down just for 
the normal month," ex- 
plained Bob Halisor, the 
municipal dministrator for 
Terrace. According to 
Hallsor, problems with 
suppliers of parts and 
shipment delays is what is 
chiefly responsible for the 
two month long shutdown. 
The filter tanks were 
originally installed by C.M. 
Lanrsen contracting Ltd., a 
company which no longer 
operates in Terrace. The 
equipment itself is 
manufactured by Jacuzzi 
Pool Manufacturers, who 
have been in contact with 
Humphrey since the problem 
was detected. 
According to Humphrey, 
water hardness and 
alkalinity test were not kept 
track of the first couple of 
years by the pool staff. Due 
to the particular 'softness of
Terrace water, the insides of 
the filter tanks were 
gradually worn away by the 
mixture of chemicals put 
into the pool's water. 
"Just after I started up 
last October we got our first 
hole in the filter," he said. 
filter tanks, now paper thin 
in stops, were a hazard end 
need to be replaced. 
Unfortunately, the new 
tanks end the various parts 
were delayed in shipment for 
numerous  reasons. Hum-  
phrey said that in some 
eases the r~ght parts were 
ordered, but when they 
arrived it was found the 
wrong specifications had 
been made. Hallsor con- 
firmed there were numerous 
delays with the American 
suppliers. 
Once the pool was closed 
for a long length of time, it 
was decided to make other 
capital improvements., 
Municipal Treasurer Keith 
Norman said approximately 
$25,000 is being spent of the 
filter tanks and other im- 
provements. Among them 
are a new $1,000 diving 
board, $1,800 in new car- 
peting, ~d000 in sauna im- 
provements, and a new slide. 
Will the problems be 
repeated? Humphrey says 
no. He said a letter eceived 
from the consulting firm 
indicated the present pool 
• staff, "has a good un- 
derstanding of pool 
chemistry and the proper 
maintenance of the pool." 
indications are the pool 
Since, 14 holes have ap- operations will he monitored 
poared and have had to be • more closely in the future, 
patched." especially now that a 
An engineering consulting maintenance supervisor, 
firm, D.W. Thompson, was John Dedd, had been h!,ed. 
hired and a report made on 
These men are hard at work getting the filter tanks ready for the reopening 
of the Terrace pool sometime next week. P~oto by Greg Mlddloton 
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Northen Mainland, Queen 
Charlottes: Today and 
Saturday mostly sunny. 
Highs 7 to 9 on the coast 
around 3 inland. Lows 
Chileotln, Carlboo, Central 
In-terior: Today and 
Saturday mainly sunny. A 
few fog patches and low 
clouds in the morning per- 
i overnight ranging from5 to 3 slsting through the day In 
over the Charlottes. some valleys. 
What are the issues?- Come to All 
Candidates Meeting November 12th at 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 7 p.m. and find out. 
• (1'11 be there) 
NOVEMBER 17th RE-ELECT 
the pool. It was decided the 
Pool 
c losure  
draws 
criticism 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Stil l  Writer 
The long closure 0 f the  
publicly operated swimming 
pool has drawn criticism 
from some quarters and 
inconvenienced others. 
"I'm really upsot at the 
darers of the pool for such a 
length of time," stated Molly 
Nattreas, who is a candidate 
for aldermen i  the Nov. 17 
municipal elections. 
"There has been a neglect 
of upkeep end maintenance 
dnce the pool Ol~edT' 
Hattress who .has served 
•/or a~number of years on the 
Advisory Recreation 
Commission stressed that 
not all the blame should be 
laid on the shoulders of pool 
manager Caw Humphrey. 
"I think the problem was 
there before Cary arrived, 
possibly things had gone too 
far already," she said, 
though adding, "but it should 
have been detected sooner." 
She pointed out there, have 
been three recreational 
directors in a short time 
span, which may be part of 
the problem. 
"I certainly hope the new 
man will make a dif- 
ferenee," she said. 
The candidate for council 
says the long delay shouldn't 
occur again. 
"I would recommend a
regular malntenanee and 
inspection work be dune on 
all our recreational 
facilities." 
The two-month shutdown 
has also cost the 
municipality some money. 
According to Treasurer 
Keith Norman, the closure 
has cost the menidpallty 
"between three to four 
thousand ollars." Some of 
the staff has either been laid 
off or used to install the 
~tlmated $2~,000 in capital 
improvements, which has 
cut down the revenue loss to 
some degree. The swimming 
programs conducted inlocal 
elementary school have been 
delayed. 
Eva Danlels, who co- 
ordinated the instructional 
programs for students in 
School District 88, says the 
delay means the In- 
structlonal program slated 
to start Oct, l will be ex- 
tended later into the winter 
s~sion. She says that as a 
result, the recreational 
swimming program which 
follows, "will be shortened 
by one month." 
Judy Vandergucht, who Is 
responsible for bussing the 
children to the school is 
disappointed the progrsm 
has started so late, 
necess i ta t ing  w in ter  
swimming for the kids, 
"which I don't hink is a very 
good time to start the 
gram," she remarked. 
ere is some good news 
for pool pass owners, though, 
Caw Humphrey, the pool 
manager ,  says  
arrangements will be made 
to extend pool passes to 
~m tc~l~ty hate f°r the time the 
s been closed. He 
also says the problems with 
the chemical Inbalance 
which resulted in children 
complaining of sore eyes has 
been cleated up. 
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SAVE 21% 
HEAD 
& 
SHOULDERS 
The shampoo that 
controls dandruff 
350 ml 
I 1 Reg. Low K mart Price 2.99 
Monday & Tuesday Price 
2" 
11% 
LEAF 
CA  NED 
HArM 
1V'~ Ib 
Monday  & Tuosday  Pr ice  
SAVE 26% 
PALMOLIVE 
DISH 
DETERGENT 
, . . . .  , :' ,.:: , . ; ' , ,~' . :  
1V2 Iltre b'~tfle ''~ '~' ~ 
Reg. Low K mart Price.2,69 
| "  l i ;  
Monday & Tuesday Price 
# *' 
100 
] 
SAVE 
ALL SHEER 
PANTY HOSE 
, Spilt sandal foot 
/ ~-~:L~.-K m.~;P.c., .o, I 
66 ° 
SAVE IQ% 
RITE 
SERVIETTES 
180'serviefles 
. I ply 
88 ° 
SAVE 37% 
MEN'S 
WORK HOSE 
• J pr, I~Ck ' 
21. 
SAVE 20% 
GAS LINE 
ANTI FREEZE 
To prevent frozen 
gas l lnn  
~ ~Reg. Low Kmart P r i ce~c 
~ONOAY • TU~;$OAY PRI¢"  
39 ° 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
D~r Sir: 
I am writing this letter to 
you, hoping that the public 
reaction may help me and 
other working people like 
myself. 
I would like to know if it 
would be possible for the 
recreation centre to in- 
troduce a noo0 hour pass 
that we working people could 
me for both swimming and 
sl~ating, at a reasonable 
rate, As it stands now, we 
pay $1,50 for approx. 15 to 20 
~inutes use of the facility. 
(As most people have (rely 
c.;~ e h our for lunch and half of 
t~:e time is used for travel 
and changing etc.) 
I know that the recreation 
centre has expences, but 
charging this much Is 
lowering the use of the 
facilities. I think it makes 
much more sense to lower 
the rate charge and 
therefore making the arena 
and swimming pool more 
accessible to the working 
public. 
I would be interested .in 
knowing how other people 
feel about his 
Thank You. 
B.A. Woodcock 
CONNECTIONS 
It is a matter of rights 
/ 
The furor over Monty Python's latest movie, 
"The Life of Brian", has implications which 
extend far beyond the boundaries of good taste 
and artistic quality, the only valid grounds for 
the criticism of any work of art. I can't say 
whether itis a good movie or a bad one, a tasteful 
movie or a disgusting one, because I haven't 
seen it. It hasn't come to the theatre in Terrace 
yet. 
I am certainly not surprised that he movie has 
offended members of certain religious groups. 
Such is the nature of the Monty Python troup, 
five Englishman and an American who initially 
gained fame because of their outrageous brand 
of satire. They do not always deal with social 
issues. In fact, their television programs were at 
times enseless, and worse, not funny at all. The 
worst of their programs were the most 
pedestrian, while the best were the ones in which 
the troup attacked, often hilariously and always 
viciously, the most accepted and revered social 
customs of their society. Humour of this type is 
bound not to be universally appreciated or ap- 
plauded. 
The point of this comment isnot to defend the 
movie itself, but to defend the group and its right 
to express its sometimes dubious opinions in the 
manner which it sees fit. 
Members of the Jewish and Catholic hierar- 
chios have demanded the banning of the movie 
on the grounds that it is offensiv.e and insulting. 
These are hardly grounds, in a free and 
democratic society, to ban a film, or, for that 
matter, abook, a television program or anything 
else. Offense and insult are purely matters of 
personal taste, and the tastes of the leaders of 
our major eligions are simply not shared by all 
of the society which they serve. Nor, I imagine, 
are their tastes hared by all of the members of 
the religions they represent, a fact which would 
seem obvious, yet apparently these men 
disregard it and place their injured dignity 
above the simple and basic right to freedom of 
speech, abasic tenet of our society and the very 
freedom which they exercise to make their at- 
tacks. 
Apparently, other members of our socie~ who 
support heir call for the movie's ban.Bucldey 
says that we no longer espect God. But for God's 
sake and for Ours, we must not forget the 
historical truth that the worst, the most 
inhuman, the most imaginatively 'cruel and 
repressive r gimes in the world have been based 
on the constriction of thought, on the banning of 
opinions which did not parallel the govern- 
ment's~ based, in fact, on the censorship ofart, 
literature and thought. 
Buckley appears to endorse the opinions of the 
church' leaders, and by doing so avve ars to 
one would assume would be intelligent enough to 
recognise this contradiction are missing it, or 
are ignoring it because they too are offended by 
what they see on the screen. 
William F. Buckley, a respected American 
intellectual whose controversial politics are 
definitely not shared by all of his fellow citizens, 
has derided the film in a recent essay as callous 
and morally bankrupt. He describes the film as a 
"grotesquerie". Hesays that the life of Christ is 
"burlesqued" by Monty Python. In the last, 
lengthy sentence of his essay, he suggests that 
Monty Python's film is. the worst kind of 
blasphemy, one in which "we are relieved of the 
obligation to experience sorrow at man's 
inhumanity to man, let alone man's inhumanity 
to God." 
Buckley appears to misunderstand the nature 
of satire, which is to expose human folly by 
"burlesq,~inE" it.The nature of folly is as much a 
matter of the personal taste of the observer as is 
the nature of offense. Would Buckley suggest 
that he works of John Dryden, Jonathan Swift or 
Alexander Pope are blasphemous in this most 
horrid way? They, too, attacked social mores 
and specific people in brutal fashion. Their 
seatalogical, "immoral" poetry and prose is 
ranked with the highest achievements of human 
thought. Would Buckley deny anyone the op- 
portunity to satirize their society and its faults, 
as these three poets did theirs? 
Hitler began by opposing, then banning, 
socialist and religious tracts, progressed 
through the banning of political and intellectual 
opposition, and ended with the atrocious "final 
solution," the banning of an entire race ox 
people. Today, the Ayatollah Khomeini censors 
music from Iranian radio and television, and 
censors moral insurrection by executing 
adultresses. 
By daring to suggest a ban on a movie which 
does not cater to their views of the world, the 
leaders of the Jewish and Catholic faiths show 
traces of the same moral degeneracy as these 
two others, these monsters. 
Certainly the religious leaders have a right to 
he offended. Certainly they have a right to ex- 
press their opposition to this movie. They have, 
however, no right to ban it. Nor do they have the 
right to ban a book, or anything else. 
Little House on the Prairie ottenas me aecp~y. 
i I find it a banal, insipid program, which insults 
me every time I watch it. I don't suggest banning 
the program, though. I practice the only form of 
censorship acceptable ina democratic society. I 
shut it off. 
I plan to go see the Life of Brian, if it comes to 
Terrace. If it offends me, I'll get up and leave, 
and I'll be sure to tell my friends what I thought 
of it. If you go see the movie, and you feel in- 
sulted by it, get up and ask for your money back. 
Please don't presume to tell me what will offend 
me before I have a chance to find out for myself. 
Don't take away my opportunity to see what I 
wish to see by banning it from the theatre, or the 
bookshelves, or the television. I'd like to find out 
,for myself, thank you. 
PAR T VII_ 
Technology and change 
- But alas, the heedless consumption of energy is 
This is the seventh of a weekly, fifteen-pert general 
interest, non credit, educational series on technology 
~nd change, called Connections, offered by the Open 
Learning Institute. 
Each week, an article will appear in this paper. On 
:;unday, at 8 p.m. on Channel 9 (Cable.TV.), you ~a.n ...... 
watch the weekly PBS television series, Connections, 
part of this taHiti-media continuing education. 
program. As well, you can purchase a Viewer's Guide 
~rom the Open Learning Institute. 
~.n this article, population expert Kingsley Davis of 
:be University of Southern California discusses the 
relationships among technology, population and 
POPULATION 
AND 
RESOURCES 
:~s~urces. 
"~II: TECHNOLOGY, POPULATION, AND ~ -  - " ~ "  ]1 
':! ESOURCES I1 . . . . . .  II 
• By KINGSLEY DAVIS . . . . .  ' I I. " I| • 
'lheoretically, technology gives man the".unique.,.l ]{~3~,,,~ . , ' [] 
i~wer - to determine his own fate. In practice, however, 
the long-run consequences are unforeseen and usually : . 
.:i.~ "~ . . . ~.tr~desired. 
A tragic illustration is the population crisis. ~='~'~ 
in population that now threatens to exhaust the energy -::: ~, 
res°urces °n which the gr°wth itself has depended" If I / / F  ~ ~ '~ 
sot stopped by deliberate polic~, population growth , . -..• • :L..~: 
~.il) probably be stopped in unintended, less humane . ~ 
',~'ays. 
!)uring most of human existence there was no 
::~pulation problem. Human fertility was low because 
~i~i!dren require a long period of learning and hence 
,l~pendence. Mortality, on the other hand, was sub- 
~ta~;tial, partly because of warfare, predation, and 
occasional famine, but mainly because of parasitic 
~nd infectious diseases. Such long-run population 
~'owth as did occur was made possible by migration 
into new areas. 
Thus, although man has existed for more than half a 
~nillion years and probably numbered 50,000 some 
~)0,ooo years ago, by 8000 B.C. there were probably 
only about 5 million people, according to theestimates 
of demographer John D. Durand. The rate'of'increase 
was only one-tenth of one per cent per century, (See 
l'able 1,) 
If that rate.had continued after 8000 B.C., it would 
i~ave required over 700,000 years to reach the present 
world population -- 4.3 billion. Instead it took only 
Per cent 
Increase per 
Century 
0.1 
5.2 
109.1 
lo,,~)o years. Why? 
Tab le  I 
Growth of Estimated 
Human Population Population 
~'~00,000 years ago 50200 
~0,~0 years ago 5,000,000 
A.D. 1750 791,000,000 
A.D. 1979 4,295,000,000 
D~,STROYING THE BALANCE OF BIRTHS AND 
DEATIIS 
The answer is technology. 
, At first used mainly for hunting, technology was 
pplied to agriculture and animal husbandry about 
~0,oo0 years ago. Since then, the balance between 
fertility and mortality has been destroyed. The im- 
provement in production strengthened people's 
~c~:istance to disease but did not, since it came too 
~ ,,:iftly, cause fertility to adjust o reduced mortality. 
Lq~twecn 10,000 years ago and 1750 A.D., the rate of 
,~Jpulation i crease, 5.2 per cent per century, was fifty 
,i~v.~s the rate before then. 
The coming of industrialism dramatically reduced 
'~,~ death rate in two ways: first, enormous further 
i~nprovements in "productive" technology strikingly 
m~proved shelter and diets, and second, the 
dc'~elopment of "medical" technology began, after 
,bout 1850, to control infectious diseases. As a result, 
~.tween 1750 and 1979 the rate of global population 
~rowth was twenty-one times as fast as it had been 
.1,~ring the preceding 10,000 years. 
','ct the level of living rose simultaneously, because 
~r~ h~rncssing of fossil energy meant seemingly 
d 
eL_ . , . .  
unlimited productive capacity. Population growth and whore the density on agricultural land is already 
prosperity came to be equated, unbelievable and the poverty legendary, the natural 
POPULATION GROWTH TODAY increase is2.6 per cent per year, enough to double the 
Since 1950 the rate of population growth has population in 27 years. 
remained approximately stable, around 1.9 per cent: .TEC~INOLOGY AND RESOURCES 
per year. This is little cause for joy, however, because Fundamentally, the 5.5-fold upsurge in the earth's 
the rate is extremely high: it would double the 
population every 37 years. And, because of the 
enlargement of the base, that is, the greater number 
of people ach year, the "absolute lacrosse" continues 
to rise (Table 2). From 1975 to 1979 the absolute in- 
crease was 64 per cent greater than it was be.~.een 
1950 and 1955, although the "rate" was almost men- 
tical. 
At present, approximately 80 million people are 
being added each year! 
Ironically, 79 per cent of the world's population 
growth is occurring in the 45 per cent of the world's 
area that is still underdeveloped, an area mostly in the 
tropics which is already 2.5 times as densely settled as 
the developed regions. 
The reason is that the medical, knowledge that 
developed slowly in the industrial nations can now he 
transferred overnight o backward areas, causing 
death rates to drop about four times faster than they 
did from similar levels in the industrial nations. Yet 
the social structure has changed only slightly, and 
incentives for having children remain strong. 
Thus the less developed countries have the highest 
, natural increase ver known. In Syria, for example, it 
is estimated at 4 per cent per year, a rate that will 
double the population in less than 18 years. In Egypt, 
population since 1750 rests on fossil energy. Coal, oil, 
and gas permitted a novel development: a 
simultaneous ri e in population and in level of living. 
In the past, productive gains were used to sustain. 
more people rather than to raise standards. Now the 
use of seemingly inexhaustible energy meant hat 
each human being could have the equivalent ofdozens 
of sen'ants. Itmeant that costly medical science could 
he developed and death rates around the world 
reduced. 
Table Z 
RECENT INCREASES IN THE WORLD'S 
POPULATION Increase in 
Estimated World Population Five Years (1) 
1950 2,526,000,000 Absolute Percent 
1955 2,770,000,000 244,000,000 9.65 
1960 3,050,000,000 288,000,000 10.40 
1965 3,371,000,000 314,000,000 10.25 
1970 3,722,000,000 550,000,000 10.39 
1975 4,150,000,000 379,000,000 10.18 
1979 4,421,000,000 (2) 401,000,000 (3) 9.78 
(1) Calculated on the basis of figures less rounded 
than those shown in Column 1. 
(2) Adjusted to a 5-year basis. 
(3) Estimated by Present Author. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, "World 
Population 1977" (Washington, D.C.: 1978), pp. 14-15. 
exhausting the earth's upply of oil and gas, forcing a 
new reliance on coal, the best deposits of which have 
been mined. Furthermore, the world's population is so 
huge that any satisfaction of energy demands, from 
" whatever source, endangers the environment. 
Tiie desperate s arch as turned to nuclear energy, 
but the more complex the technology required, the 
more dangerous it is. The problems of uranium 
supply, radioactive wastes and nuclear weapons and 
accidents are not easily solved. Nuclear fusion 
remains a costly dream likely to consume huge 
amounts of energy before yielding a net return some 
fifty to a hundred years from now. ° 
Although predictions are uncertain, it seems 
probable" that either the world's consumption or the 
world's population will have to be reduced. 
Many people advocate the first alternative: 
returning to a simpler technology based more on 
muscle thane'on mechanical power. The world's 
population, however, is far beyond that possibility. 
Human beings are now so numerous in relation to 
resources that only the most advanced technology can 
keep them alive, much less give them a decent living. 
The reason is simple: We use more energy to 
produce food than the food itself supplies. We are thus 
eating fossil energy. The countries in which half to 
four-fifths of the labor force is engaged inagriculture 
-- that is, where human muscle is important o 
Cultivation -- nearly all import food from countries 
where mechanical energy is abundantly used. As the 
energy dries up, so will the food supply. 
Since 1955 the world's arable land has hardly in- 
creased, while the population has risen by 60 per cent. 
As much farm land is lost each year through erosion, 
urban encroachment, and desertification asis added 
by irrigation, drainage, and terracing. There are now 
approximately 789 persons in the world per square 
mile of arable land. Thus the huge increase m the 
world's food supply, paralleling the growth of 
population, has been due almost entirely to greater 
use of energy for fertilizers, irrigation, and so forth 
rather than expansion of agricultural land. 
• In the next four decades humans will doubtlessly 
strain every nerve to support an ever larger 
population. If so, it will demonstrate that he species is 
teel-smart but goal-stupid. No purpose is served by 
adding more people to an overcrowded planet. 
The hope that the world's birth rate will drop to 
match the low death rate is forlorn, because most 
governments are content merely to institute "family 
planning" programs and hope for the best. Because of 
their birth rates, less developed countries have an  
extremely oung population. Even with low fertility 
per woman, they will expand their population 
prodigiously. 
The struggle for dwindling resources may cause the 
small wars now raging in the world to flare into a 
major conflagration. 
If so, the frightful weapons that modern technology 
can create may wipe out most -- or perhaps a l l ,  of 
the human population. 
NEXT WEEK: Economist Nathan Rosenberg of 
Stanford University explores the problem of providing 
incentives for new ,technologies that wm meet 
society's needs. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
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Chairman. International Population and Urban 
Research atthe University of California. Berkeley. An 
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.'Population Policy and International Change." 
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Minor hockey players from Terrace wil l  be seMlng aubscri~tions to Beautiful B.C. Magazine next week. 
Pho lo  by  Don Schef fer  
Magazine sale for a good cause 
young parson will knock on Terrace Lions Club collect 
your door and try to sell you money for Timmy's 
a subscription to a Christmas Telethon, which 
magazine, takes place Dec. I and 2 on 
CFTK-TV. 
One night next week, a hockey player helping the B.C. Magazine, the ones that 
Don't worry though, it's 
not going to be a ripoff. Nor 
will it be a front man 
checking out your house for a 
burglary. 
It will be a Terrace minor 
The B.C. Department oi 
Tourism has said it will 
donate one dollar out of 
every four created by new 
subscriptions to Beautiful 
the Minor Hockey 
Association will be trying to 
get you to subscribe to. 
Frank Donohue, Pacific 
Northwest Director of the 
B.C. Lions Society, said that 
the hockey aasoeintion has 
agreed to field 150 players to 
lannch a subscription drive 
in the Terrace area, 
The drive will take place 
Kamloops forgot bylaw 
KAMLOOPS, B.C-(CP): - - '  weak'won his•ease, lected might be In the 
Red-faced city officials are Council had twigged to the 
refusing to talk about the 
possibility that they owe 
many thousands of dollars to 
people scattered around the 
country, perhaps the world. 
A slipup a t city hall has left 
the city indebted to all 
loophole and closed it ef- 
fective July 25. But this week 
a justice of the peace, 
hearing of Wozniak's vic- 
tory, cancelled all meter 
tickets issued before that 
date. 
hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. 
Trying to get the money 
back might be difficult, 
W~nisk said. 
" I  think It becomes a 
uastion of proof, "The 
ckeis and dimes ... ob- 
persons who plugged Wozulak said in an in. viously you can't prove 
parking meters or paid terview Thursday night that them." 
meter fines between the the city is morally obligated But, he said, anyone with 
early1950sandJuly25ofthis to return all the nickels, payment proof for a pre-July 
dimes and fines, collected ~ meter fine should be able year . . . .  
All mete~•money.~h~v.elled,, overthe •years. " tejget his or her money back. 
into the Kamloops ~ceffers "' How city "official'S; feet Tlie'~roof would be a can- 
during those 25-plun years about that, or exactly how celled cheque or receipt 
was collected illegally much money might be in- from the city. 
because city council forgot o volved, is unknown. City hall He personally will not fight 
pass a resolution authorizing people won't talk. the city for previnusly-paid 
metered parking zones. A few. facts about fines. He said an individual 
The gaffe was discovered Kamioops and some eP_e . t~.  , .~..~.e,t^. ; conld take the city to court to 
by Kamloops lawyer Wally .:;~'~'~'~',~.~'~;~,,"~";~.",~" ,~ redeem fine money, but the 
Wozniak, a man whose blood ~"°"='  : '%~"= " " :  ." =."q costs would not be worth the 
pressure jumps 30 points ot people tot a sunstanual - - . .  
• e U ~ L  whenever the word meter is amount of money . . . . . . . . .  • , e beat the fines he was 
uttered. Kamloopshas a populatlon, r ' . i~  ~. ~o  t.,,~ H.t,~t~ 
Womtak got so fed,up~jth: ofroughi,y 60~000 It  i so late,  • . . . . . .  e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  challenged and ts satisfied. 
receiving par~klng tlckets~ glcally located at a junction .. ~,~h,;.,...,, t,o= dn.e little 
that he challenged two of of the two main highways . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  o .+o. ; . . .  ,~ t,~.,,. ~m~,o  to change his feelings about 
them in county court. He . . . . . .  v " "  . . . . . . .  ~"~"~'  - -"~;-"  '~oters however 
argued that a parking bylaw It is a popular outdoor ~"~,~s"" : _  ~ . . . . . . .  " 
bad to be supported by a recreation area, Thenumber . ~.uL~ " ~.u . ,~e .  . re  
cneap Tney re no~ as ac council resolution outlining of tickets Issued since the ' 
meter zones. He showed that curate as a $20 watch. 
the resolution requirement 
bad been ignored, and last 
early 'S0s might number in 
the tens of thousands; the 
amount of meter money col- 
Carter to meet with 
oil port opponents 
weekend with Canadian 
Prime Minister Joe Clark. 
However, the trip to Ot- 
tawa was ~n~eUed T~ur. 
sday so Carter could stay tn 
Washington, D.C. and direct 
diplomatic efforts aimed at 
winning release of hostages 
held in Iran, 
Canadian officials have 
expressed concern about 
environmental damage to 
the British Columbia coast 
I 
SEATTLE (AP) 
President Carter has t~-d 
congressional leaders he will 
meet with Washington state 
congressmen opposed to a 
new oil port before making a 
decision on the proposed 
Northern Tier oil pipeline. 
The pipeline, proposed by 
the Northern Tier Pipeline 
Co., would carry Alaska 
crude oil from Port Angeles, 
Wash. to Clearbrook, Minn. 
Interior Secretary Ceefl 
Andrus has recommended 
the Northern Tier proposal 
to the president, who has 
until Dec. 6 to make a 
decision on the $1.5 billion 
project. 
There had been reports 
that Carter would make a 
decision as early as next 
week but the president told 
Sen. Warren Magnuson, D- 
Wash., at a 'congressional 
leaders' breakfast this week 
that he would first meet with 
Wash ington  s ta te  
congressmen who are op- 
posed to an oil pert on Puget 
Sound. 
Carter also had been 
scheduled to hear Canadian 
objections to the proposed 
plvellne during a visit this 
"They serve no useful pur- 
pose. They're about as 
helpful in keeping traffic 
moving as dropping an A- 
bomb on the main street," 
He's also still upset about 
the amount of the fines. He 
said a meter violation brings 
a $1 fine. If it is not paid, a 
notice is sent out and the fine 
is increased to $5. If the 
notice is ignored and Lhe 
ticket dmllenged in court, 
conviction brings a $~ fine. 
The fine should not be in. 
creased for people who wish 
to challenge a ticket, he said. 
Meanwhile, city officials 
remain mum on what they'll 
de when and if all those 
receipts and cancelled 
cheques tart rolling in. 
I 
Oistrict et Terrace 
NOTICE CALL FOR TENBERS 
ANIMAL CONTROL 
Sealed bids relating to the ai0ove contract will be 
accepted at the Municipal Offices until 4:30 p.m. 
November 15, W79, Interested parties are advlsed to 
view the proposed contract and-or obtain further In- 
formation at the Municipal Office, 3215 Eby Street, 
during normal business hours, 
Tenders must be submitted In sealed envelopes - -  
addressed to the Clerk.Administrator and clearly 
marked "Tender to .Animal Control," The lowest or 
any tender not necessarily accepted, 
F.K. Norman 
Treasurer.Collector 
(26,3105,9N) 
I 
Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday of next week in 
the evenings. Donohue said 
that in case you are out the 
night the canvassers are in 
your area, and would still 
like to subscribe and help out 
the Lions Society, there will 
be booths set up in the 
Skeesa Mall next Thursday 
and Friday so that sub- 
scriptions can be taken. 
i • 
., , • .  J 
, ..'.. '~, . f . .  . . . . . ; .~ ~, . . .  
,;,,. 
Band parents beating drum 
The Terrace-Thornhill 
Band Parent Association is 
now getting into full swing to 
raise funds for the various 
band functions, planned by 
the schools in the area. 
The joint concert by the 
high school bands from 
Prince Rupert, Kitimat and 
Terrace at the end of Oc- 
tober set the tone for an all 
out fund raising campaign, 
by all grades from six to 
twe lve . .  
The m~ajo r event will be on 
Saturday, Dec. 1, when a 
dance will be held at Skeena 
Junior Secondary school 
under the direction of 
Audrey MacKinnon and her 
committee. 
Tickets are now on sale at 
Sight'& Sound or they can he 
obtained from the Band 
Directors of each school. 
Cocktails start at 7:30 p.m. 
with dinner at 8 p.m. and 
dancing at 9 p.m. 
The ways and means 
committee trader Ted Cough 
has organized a bazaar of 
home made delights made 
by the parents, including 
arts and crafts as well as 
baked goods, scheduled for 
the Skeena Mall on Satur- 
day, Dec. 8th. Orders will be 
taken for fresh holly at the 
Mall and will be available for 
pick up when the Christmas 
trees go on sale, also at the 
mall on Dee. 15 and 16. 
Available for purchase 
from any of the students in 
the band program are raffle 
tickets at $1 each, with prizes 
donated by Yamaha and 
Sight & Sound, with the draw 
being held at 6 p,m. on Dee. 
22. 
Bottle drives have already 
taken place this fall in 
Terrace and Th0relfill and 
the Association recently 
assisted the Terrace Lions 
Club to put on a Dance-a- 
thon to celebrate the first 
anniversary of the opening of 
the Skeena Mall, funds from 
these events will all go 
towards helping the studenls 
achieve their objectives. 
Parents 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
• Is hosting a parent's night 
Monday, Nov. 19 from 7:30 
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in con- 
juction with the sending 
home of report cards FHday, 
Nov. 16. 
The parpe~ of parent's 
night is to provide the op. 
partunity far parenis to meet 
with teachers to discuss their 
at Skeena Jr. 
son's or daughter's first 
term report. All parents are 
invited to attend. 
Any parents who woaid 
like to meet with teachers 
but are unable to attend on 
the 19th, or would prefer a 
longer meeting with 
teachers than is possible on a 
parent's night, are asked to 
phone Skeena Junior at 635- 
9136. 
A TerrQce 
pte ' " '  "" on co  UUl--l-/w jeniq -ment 
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ICRC 
I T'S A MATTER 
OF SURVIVAL,., 
Starvation . . .  death . . .  extinction. 
Harsh words.but it is the future for 
these boys and a million children 
like them in Cambodia today who 
need your hell~l In~l~'thete are 
about two and one half million people 
in Cambodia who are on the verge 
of starvation. Malaria, dysentery and 
other intestinal diseases continue to 
take a heavy toll on those already 
weakened by hunger. 
Unicef and the Red Cross have 
launched a massive emergency re- 
lief program to help these people 
but we can't do it alone! Mail your 
donation for Cambodian Relief to 
any branch of Unicef Canada or 
the Canadian Red Cross Society. 
• CAMBODIAN EMERGENCY REL IEF  
. . . . . .  ~tiiTi~tbd requirements to be raised world-wide for the next six 
.::~:~"~:-'o-Food-i~58 m i I I in n) 
,,.,,:,., q.~MP~i~cal Aid ($16 million) 
: " .... ~.'F~a:r~s.portation and Distribution ($25 million) 
: . . : J  . . . .  -o ,  -~. I
" ,, , .~i~ialized Equipment. Personnel and Rehabilltation P.rograms 
ii; ($a,l,#ni,ion) 
® + Unicef Clii~ada Canadian Red Cross Society 443 Mount Pleasant Road 95 Wellesley Street East 
Toronto, Ontario, M4S 2L8 '; ~,ronto, Ontedo. M4Y 1H8 
(4t6) 482-4444 Unkef Canada Canadian Red Cross (416) 923-6692 
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TERRACE 
RECREATION NEWS 
by MARY-MARGaRET SMITH-SNEED 
The Terrace pool is still closed, however, now that 
the new filters have arrived and are presently being 
installed, the pool expects to be open within a few 
days. 
L IBRARY BROWSING 
By 
ED CURELL and MARIA YOUNG 
On Friday evening Lyn Hancock, author of There's 
a raccoon in my parka and There's a seal in my 
sleeping bagwill be giving a slide-film presentation at
the library. 
Lyn is an Australian and since coming to Canada in 
1962 has taught school, co.produced two wildlife films 
and a series for CBC-TV, and published countless 
articles, both popular and scientific for newspapers 
and magazines around the world. She has travelled 
extensively around British Columbia and Canada, 
having just spent this summer in the Northwest 
Territories. 
me is, of course, best known for her writing mostly 
about animals and her books have been published in 
many countries. An ape came out of my hatbex is her 
most recent book. It is the story of Gypsy, a gibbon, 
who se cared for and travelled with, and it is this book 
and the adventures described that will form the focus 
of Lyn's talk. 
Lyn Hancock's visit promises to be entertaining and 
informative, of interest and value for all ages. That's 
Friday, Nov. 9 at 8 p.m. in the Library Arts Room. 
Nov. I7-24 is Children's Book Festival Week. During 
this time we will be displaying books written by 
Canadian authors with the intention of familiarizing 
children with some of these titles. To get things off to a 
start here will be a film hour on Saturday, Nov. 17 at 1 
p.m. in the Ubrary Arts Room. We will also be holding 
a "Name the Mascot" contest and children will have 
all week to come up with the ideal name for our pet 
guinea pig. On Thursday, Nov. 22, Monica Hughes, a 
children's author will be at the library to read from a 
few of her books. 
Children between the grades 5 and 7 level will find 
her most interesting. There are other activities 
planned for the Children's Book Festival Week, among 
them a bit of fun for the whole staff who will be 
dressing up as characters from children's books. 
The library will be closed Monday, Nov. 11 for 
remembrance day. 
If you have a swim pass, it will be extended by the 
total length of time the pool has been closed. Simply 
bring it to the main office between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday. Those involved will be 
telephoned shortly about their swimming lessons. 
The recreation department is now planning its 
.winter session of programs, which run from January 
to March inclusive. We need qualified instructors to 
lead arts and crafts and general interest programs 
and fitness programs. We also need experienced 
volunteers to lead sports programs. 
We would also like to hear from individuals in the 
eommunity as to what programs they would like to see 
us offering. We have al/endy had numerous program 
requests and are looking for instructors for those 
particular programs. These include fitness instructors 
to lead a morning exercise to music program and or 
an evening co~d fitness program. Also, a yoga in- 
structor is needed for a day or evening yoga program. 
Many requests have also been made for an upholstery 
and wood finishing course so, if anyone ean teach 
these skills, please call us. A disco dance instructor is 
also needed as we have had dozens of requests for a 
disco dance program. Flower arranging and bridge 
instructors are also needed. Please. call Mary- 
Margaret or Terri at 638-1174, before November 23rd if 
you have any ideas or would like to teach or lead a 
recreation program. 
Don't forget the Noon Hour Hockey at the arena 
every Wednesday from 11:30 a.m. to I p.m. Change 
rooms, showers and the concession are open for your 
convenience. ?he fee is $1.50 per day. This is hockey 
with no heavy equipment. We encourage business 
people to come out on their noon hours for some fun 
and exercise. 
The martial arts keep fit program got off to a good 
start Tuesday, Nov. 6 at the arena banquet room. Over 
30 people came out to go through an invigorating 
warm up exercise work out and then practice various 
forms of the martial arts. The program is free and 
runs every Tuesday and Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. in 
the arena banquet room. Anyone is welcome to drop in 
and practice. There are no formal instructors but 
many people with belts who do attend are willing to 
help novices get started. For further information, call 
Don Hong after 6 p.m. at 635-4593 or Larry or Ellen 
Smith at 638-1343. 
The women's self~lefense program is going to meet 
on a regular basis, every 1st and 3rd Monday of the 
month in the banquet room at 7 p.m. 
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Resurface Countertops Uke a"Pro"  
With These Contact Cement ing Tips 
It may be true that beauty is ready to join as soon as 20 ful hint: place thin dowels or 
is only skin deep, but when minutes after application, a sheet of kraft paper be- 
looking at nicked and dull you have up to 2 hours for 
kitchen and bathroom coun- assembly. 
tertops, the surface makes . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  ~ur laces Io wuicn a all tl~¢ o||zorenco mtn¢ lasti " • p c |aminate will be world! A gleaming counter bonded . . . . . .  . . . . .  snoula ne clean, Dry or talkie top m a jazzy ~ or and . . . . .  
. . . . . .  i ree  o |  ou ,  paint, ear- 
even self ana subt le- -  COlOr nish " " • . . -  cs, other nnisnes ~ or or pattern can gwe me _,~ . . . .  
. U IU  cemen[ ,  I I  re - lami -  whole room, ana you, a n . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  aung rm any voids with welcome lilt 
, " wood f i l l e r  and sand 
So it s off to the cabinet smooth. Cut laminate with a 
shop with a fistful of dollars, ~A overlap around all edges 
right? Wrong! Just go pick so you will have some 
out a plastic laminate that s ' play" and won't have to 
really you and install the worry about absolutely per- 
new surface yourself for feet alignmenl. (You can file 
practically pbanuts, down the edges later.) 
By followinga fewsimple Spread a "can ' l - see-  
instructions and with the through 'coat ofcontactce- 
hdp of a new contact ce- ment on the underside ofthe 
ment, practically anyone laminate and on the table or 
can replace table and coun- counter top in long, even 
ter surfaces like a pro. strokes. Some porous sur- 
What's more, Elmer's Pro- faces, like particle board, 
tween the two ready-for. 
bonding surfaces while you 
align them, tben carefully 
pull them out as you firmly 
press the laminate in place. 
You can use a 3" J-roller to 
roll down the entire surface, 
starting in the middle and 
working to the edges. 
After bonding, trim down 
the overlapping edges, start- 
ing with a plane or rasp-like 
woodworking tool und fin- 
ishing with a fine-tooth file 
using smooth, down- ~ 
ward motions. Then smooth 
the filed edges with a fine- 
grit.sandpaper. 
If you're finishing off the 
edges of the counter or table 
top with "bands" of lami- 
nate, do it before the sur- 
face laminate is applied. Cut 
the banding strip to allow 
for ~A. overlap at all edges. RESURFACING COUNTERTOPS is a snap with easy-to-use plastic laminates 
III 
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[] DOUBLEWIDE MOBILE • 
i ~ HOME ON 7Sxi00 LOT ~ • 
[] 10 ACRES 3962 Hagen. Fenced and FAMILY  HOME 4803:  
i L?cC:tt~rrJ: P rM:~k~yy w~dl~ ~;d:; :%de~l.th PPr?tc~:l and TM:ICsONdN?LLng has 4 : 
[] access to power. Priced at $42,000. bedrooms, 2 full baths and [] 
$23,000. HOME IN- 
DUSTRIAL PROPERTY 
• IMMEDIATE  OC-  3bedroom housewith full 
• CUPANCY basement located on 1.02 
• 4806 Scott Ave., new 3 acres of cleared and set. 
• bedroom home with car- viced land. Frontage on 
_l paring throughout. It also Hwy. 16 East access road 
i features a combination gas and River Drive. Includes 
[] & wood furnace. An at- 20x44 shop and would be of 
• t rac t ive  purchas ing  Interest to small con. 
• feature Is a large tractors. Priced at 386,000. 
assumable ,,,,,,~,, ~ .,,,,.,,, mortgage at  
- 11V= percent. This home Is uv~.vw .,=,.~ ~v~.~. 
n Spacious 1280 sq ft 3 • close to schools and • ' 
d^w .,  . . . . .  ,4 n . . .= . . .~ . ,  bedroom home with double 
[ ]  ~ IM~VlF l i  UHW I~B ~l l taQ~4 U I  
[] ~ ~ carport In quiet residential 
• " - "~ '•__  area In town. Asking 
• $49.500. 
a large living room with [] 
attractive fireplace. It also B__ 
has a partially finished rec ." 
room 'and Is heated with 
natural gas. There is a [] 
carport, sundeck and the • 
yard Is nlcely landscaped. [] 
Asking.price $63,500. .~ 
-" 
Small one bedroom home [] 
2810 Cramer St., situated I1 
on nice corner lot. Ideal II 
Investment for single n [] 
working person. Priced for • 
quick sale at S20,000. II 
fessional Cabinetmaker's soft woods and plywood, 
Contact Cement contains no may require an additional 
solvents and washes up coat to prevent "glue- 
easily with a damp cloth he- starved" areas. When the 
fore it dries, creamy white cement urns 
~:her eaev .~  n l .~ '  it cryslal,clear nd glossy, sur- 
faces arc ready for joining brushes on creanty"white, 
and you can actual ly .see.  Garefnlly align the lami- 
when it's ready for bonding ~ate with the old surface be- 
- when it turns crystal clear fore joining, because once 
and glossy. And, although it they touch, they bond. Help- 
MORTGAGE MeN EY  
UNLOCK THE EQUITY  IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A 1st, 2rid OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
FAVOURABLE RATES 
CAC REALTY  LTD.  4624A GRE IG 
AVENUE 
PHON E 635-6108 TE  R RAC E 
BOB HAYTER,  MANAGER 
i f  the strin has ee u n and comae[ cement i nls Dam got a completely new personality with a . . . . . . . .  r - - -b - -nc - t  rCr" . . ' . . . . .  
-, .• . • ~- ~...a :, n, oh ref,mshed lavatory umt wdh a matte-fmzsh plastic countertop, and the addz- leczly slralgnt, , . ,u,,u. ,,uo,, . . . . . .  tion of a gleamy new WalI-Tex wallcovering of vinyl foil. 
with the top surxace; i[ not, ~ 
position it with excess on ~ ~  
each side and dress down Youngsters' Rooms second rod for added hang- 
both sides with a rifle f i le: When furnishing that bed- ing space, for starters. 
For a rce copy of an zl r { " dam for ayoungster, don t Storage cubes can be 
lustrated "Plastic Lami • " overlook the possibilities of stacked along the floor of 
natmg Gu|de brochure, " ". "' . .  plastic furniture and storage the closet for ,'taring shoes, 
send your request with a ' items. Not only do they toys and other items. Store 
stamped, self addressed en , "  "' , : " come in colors appropriate out-of-season clothing and 
velope to Elmer s Product : for young environments, l ittle-used items on top 
Information Center, P O • • . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . '  they are Interally kndproof, shelf. 
UOX 131, i - I l l l laro, unlo 
4 02 t" Modular  plastic drawers, 
3 6 . ~  bins with lids, stacking 
Sewing Tip: crates, tables and chairs are i 
Keep thread from getting easy to keep clean, durable. ~ I 
tangled in your sewing bas- ~RB 
ket by taping the loose end Make the most of your 
to the top of the spool. Sim- youngster s closet with a lit- ARAR I .- 
nt ct .Thi  b th l l sonalit ~th [] $49,500. : 
: '  . .  . . , . . "  
: A.E. Le Page L~nzted Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service ~_ 
| / i ' 1 '  !1  EVENINGS : 
| r ib  7 7 --I l i Bob'Rlpmeester HarrySmlth 
i v m v n  v n  635.2832 635-2826 
I l i l t "  d l l  . l l / l .  / i l l  . .  l J im Duffy Laurie Forbes_ m 
i qo l  i l .AKl:Lbr.  Avr,, 635-6688 635-7448 i 
[] . . . . . . . . .  S tan  Parker  Gordon  Olson [] 
| TEHHlgk  6 'U '  635-4031 635-4035 : 
Imnmlnm[][]ll[]mmllll[]Ulllllmmmmlmlnmllm, ml ln leml l  
PRUDEN & OURRIE.,->LTD. 
I RRAOE'S OOMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE 
4648 Lakelse Avenue ...................... 6;i6.6143 ............. ~ .... 
. . . .  . . . . . . . .  de but effecUveZ tie or anization Install I, 
pWr?::V:?W2Rr[VEced on t~kWe PRICEDolA2m:~'5~o 
this attractive 4 bdrm . . . . .  PP . . . . .  
PARK AVENUE :REALTY LTD, 
4619 PARK AVE, 
Attractive family home on i 
quiet street in Uplands J 
area. Three bedrooms J
upstslrs, fireplace, petlo I 
doors off dining room. I 
Basement complete ly  I
finished. Asking ~9,500. J
For viewing call Chrlstel or J 
Residential ots. 
We have • number of good 
residential lots for sale, 
sltueted in a new sub. 
division In the Horseshoe I 
area. Priced at Stl,000. Call J 
Horst or Chrlstel Gndllnskll 
at 435.5397. 
Three bedroom, full! 
basement home on I~ i  
acres In Oosnen Creek 
Subdivision. Only five 
years old. Property is 
fenced and includes a 
2O'xi0' horse barn with 
five stalls and tackroom. 
Asking $59,500. MLS. Call 
Horst or Chrlstol Gedllnskl 
for more Informallon. 
Home on acreage wi th  
subdivision pesslbIlltles. 
Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, i
full basement. A second l 
smaller home on same J 
Property rented. 2V4 acres! 
could provide 10 building 
i lots For more details call 
i Chrlstol or Horst Godllnskl. 
L (MLS) 
=/4 acre lot on McDeek 
Avenue, available for your 
building needs. (Zoned t 
R7). Lot is cleared and 
ready for development. 
Call Pat for more in. 
formation. 
COUNTRY LIVING: Well 
kept three bedroom home 
with scenic view on one 
acre. Panebode interior 
finish. For more In. 
formation, call Joy. 
1165 sq. ft., 3 bedroom 
home with 2 bedroom 
revenue suite In basement. 
Could be converted to 
single fami ly dwell ing. 
Asking SSS,000 --  call 
Chrlstal or Horst Gedllnskl 
for viewing. 
New cabin on acreage. 
Located at Usk In a quiet 
rural setting. Suitable as a 
WHkend hlde.a.way or as a 
permanent residence. Call 
Chrlstal or Horst Gedllnski 
end get all the details on 
this Interesting property. 
!QUALITY HOME priced 
fo r  quick sail. Assumable 
10Vs percent mortgage. 
This six bedroom home has 
two beautiful fireplaces, 
sundeck and garage. Minor 
alteration could provide 
revenue from legal suite. 
Call Joy. 
n l  | -o ' -  "-~ 
"- ~ . . . .  .- _gml~ 
A large family type home 
of panabede construction is 
available immediately. It 
is new, rustic, warm,  
carpeted --  very up. 
peallngl Drop into the 
office and see it for 
yourself on "Realscope", 
our Realty World picture 
presentation. Murlel has 
the details. 
Concrete block building, 
80'x40', close to town. 
Situated on property with 
100' frontage. Property has 
potential  for the r ight  
purchaser. Phone Judy. 
JUST LISTEDI 
Close to schools and 
facilities, this 1040 sq. ft. 
home is listed at $4%000. 
Lots of work has gone Into 
making this a vary com- 
fortable three bedroom 
home. In excellent con. 
dltion throughout -  it 
should sell very quickly. 
Murlel has the details. 
Make an appointment right 
away to view this 4 year 
old, 3 bedroom home which 
has lust been listed at 
$54,500. Located In Her. 
sashoe area, property 
Includes full basement, 
sundeck, extra large kit. 
chon. Murlel has more 
information. 
LIST WITH REALTY WORLD- THE BUYER FINDERS 
OUR S IGN IS ON LOTS 
OF  LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONG!  
I 
!!il 
HORST .G.ODLINSKI FRANK ?KIDMORE J JOY DOVER 
A' t¢ .T f lTn  
636-4971 
i 
GARDENER'S ' 
PARADISE 
23 fruit trees, barry bushes, 
2 greenhouses and large 
garden wil l  be yours when 
you purchase this three 
bedroom, full basement 
home on..% of an acre. 
Home Is in town. Large 
storage shed in backyard. 
Want more Information? 
Call Pat. 
COUNTRY LIVING IN 
TOWN 
3 bedroom older home on 1 
acre of Borgeaus lawn and 
trees. 440 sq. ft. sundeck 
over attached carport. 
Large rec room with free 
standing fireplace and wet 
bar. Call Pat for  your 
appointment o v!ew. 
Offers considered on this. 
concrete block building. 
This house is ready for you 
to move right Inl E~. 
i re•e ly  well kept house 
and yard In the Uplands 
area. House has four 
bedrooms upstairs, area on 
main floor has large fami ly  
style kitchen, living room 
with fireplace and dining 
area with sliding glass 
doors to sundeck. For 
further Information, call 
Judy. 
QUINN 
635-2532 
.SoN 
home featuring a brick 
f ireplace In the l iving 
room. Cedar feature wall, 
covered deck off dining 
room. Full basement with 
laundry room, workshop, 
rec room and sauna. To 
view this home call Dick 
Evans. 
• k f 
' , "~. . .  1 . '  ~' 
• " I" 
HILLSIDE HOME 
Modern 5 bedroom home In 
excellent condition and a 
view from every room, 2 
fireplaces, carpeting, 3 
baths, and completely 
flL,Ished on two floors. 
Large covered sundeck, 
double carport and 
separate garage, all 
situated on 2.5 view acres. 
Phone Rusty Llungh for 
viewing. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
120 feet! frontage on 4900 
Block Keth Ave Over 1 
acre.! 'For more In. 
form~ltl()n, contact Dick 
Eva'n'4• I
GOOD! STARTER HOME 
Delightful two bedroom 
house In Horseshoe area. 
Full basement which could 
be developed. New gas 
furnace. Priced at $44,000. 
Call Danny Sheridan for 
details. 
L, ' :  . 
LARGE LOT-  OLDER 
HOME 
Located on South Kalum 
Street this property Is over 
an acre, and has fruit trees, 
garden space and plenty of 
perking space. The house 
has 2 bedrooms, oll furnace 
heat, and 2 extra bedrooms 
upstairs. For viewing 
contact Rusty or Bert 
LJungh. 
I I  
EVENING 
PHONES 
see this roomy split level 
with 3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
finished family room with 
patio doors to rear deck, 3 
baths, quality carpeting 
and many more attractive 
features. Call Rusty or 
Bert. 
%. b 
FOUR BEDROOM 
RANCHER ON WEST- 
VIEW 
Just 2100 sq. ft. of living 
space, all on one level with 
two f ireplaces, fami ly 
room, large family kitchen, 
2V= baths, wall to wall 
carpotlng, rear sundeck, 
large Insulated garage, 
paved driveway and very 
at t ract ive ly  landscaped 
and fenced. For viewing 
phone R u s ~ y  or Bert. 
bungalow ready for oc- 
cupancy.  Convenient  
location close to all am- 
menltles. Features an 
attractive fireplace In the 
living room. Sliding glass 
doors lead to a rear sun. 
deck. Natural gas heat, 
Priced in the low sixties, 
For complete Information 
BEAUTIFUL  HOME 
WITH VIEW 
This home Is located In an 
exclusive area of.Terrace 
and has a captivating view 
of the Skeena Valley. Over 
1200 sq. ft. of gracious 
living, 3 bedrooms, two 
fireplaces, two full baths, 
covered patio off kitchen 
and dining room. Double 
carport and lovely land. 
soaped lot. Call Danny 
Sheridan for further 
details. 
THORNHILL BUILDING. 
LOT ! 
111x200 on Walker and 
Hagan. Could be sub- 
divided. Present offers. 
Call Dick Evans• 
"Edx EC UT IV  E V IEW 
HOME 
Located on Birch Avenue 
with over 1800 sq. ft. on the 
main floor, 5 bedrooms on 
the upper 1100 sq. ft. level, 
f ireplace, carpeting, 4 
baths, family room, front , 
sundeck, double garage all 
situated on a large view lot. 
Basement has finished 
rumpus room and storage. 
Contact Rusty or Bert 
LJungh. 
A FINE LOCATION 
Situated close to all schoOls 
this new split level Is ready 
for occupancy and features; 
a heatalator f ireplace, 
eating area in the klt¢henF3 
bedrooms, 1V2 baths, at. 
tached carport and paved 
driveway. View with Rusty 
or Bert. 
tin 
New split level 3 bedroom 
home centra l ly  located 
close to schools on a corner 
lot. Heat l lator  type 
f ireplace In the l iv ing 
room. Natural gas heat• 
For complete details and 
viewing call any of our 
sales staff, 
LARGE HOME ~ RURAL 
LOCATION 
This 1400 SCl. ft. home Is 
located on Just under an 
acre of excellent gardening 
soil lust off Queensway In 
Thornhll l .  There are 3 
bedrooms, fireplace, full 
basement, large kitchen, 
oll furnace and carpeting. 
For viewing contact Rusty 
or Bert Llungh. 
JOHN CURRIE . 7911.22S0 
BOB SHERIDAN • 435.2M4 
DICK EVANS • 6]540411 
NEW HOME THOR- 
NHEIGHT SUBDIVISION 
!132 sq. ft. of living space 
with combined oil & wood 
furnace heat, fireplace, 5 
pce. bath, carpeting, 
sundecks, pantries In the 
kitchen, and 520 sq• ft, 
finished basement area 
Including 3 pce. shower and 
utility room. Cedar and 
stucco exterior and an 
attached carport, Phone 
Bert Llungh, 
 iai  ~ ~=.-, .... 
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Discovery of north 
c :eating problems 
By ALAN AI1BUCKLE 
CHURCHILL, Man. (C]P) 
- Southern Canadians have 
only recently discovered the 
North, but are already 
transplanting problems and 
ideologies that divide people, 
says Omer Robidoux, the 
Roman Catholic bishop 
responsible for the eastern 
half of the Arctic. 
Inuit families that were 
scattered now live together 
in a village with radio, 
televizion and amenities 
they never dreamed 
possible, he says. Along with 
a new material life;' they are 
being bombarded with a hnst 
of new ideas. 
Robidoux says virtually all 
of the approximately 17,000 
peoplew|thin his area, three- 
quarters of them Inuit, are 
Christians, a religion readily 
accepted by the natives. 
But he is wary of 
Boutherners making 
assumptions about what is 
best for the native way of 
life. 
"I think tt~ere is certainly 
a stron~ movement coming 
from o~tulde trying to put 
pressure on hy saying that 
religion is part of their 
culture and therefore they 
have to go back to their dd 
realize how fast Christianity 
was accepted by these 
people." 
Robidoux said in an in- 
terview he objects to a trend 
among writers, historians 
and Journalists to be 
destructive, When dealing 
with the north, he says, 
people need to pull together 
rather than seek out 
criticism that will mean 
division. 
"Maybe you can live with 
it in the South in large 
communities -- In the North, 
we can't afford it. Even in 
the South I don't think it's 
constructive. But in the 
North, as far as we're 
concerned, these people are 
Just starting to know one 
another. The Inuit are Just 
starting to get a little bit o~ 
communication amongst 
themselves and we come and 
we form clans with these 
divislcos." 
Robidoux, who has 21 
stations in the Arctic, some 
served by lay families, says 
the Inult were a religious 
people before the white man 
came to the North. Their 
relati0mhlp to God was one 
of fear and Christianity 
brought them liberation 
from that. 
religion if they want to "The Inuit, as far as I'm 
maintain their culture .... concerned, were very 
"But that dcesn't come limitad in their beliefs due to 
from them. It's notable to_ circumstances. If you ~veln 
THE SALVATION ARMY 
19"/9 Annual Smorgasbord 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10 
3:00 to 7:00 p.m. 
The Salvation Army, 4637 Wolsh Ave. 
Adults $3.50 - -  Children $2.75 
an Igloo, you don't have 
much time for reflection -- 
99.9 per cent of your time is 
for survival." 
Robidoux, born in 
Manitoba, has worked with 
natives before. In the 1940s 
he was a missionary in 
-Saskatchewan when Indians. 
•there had little experience 
coping with white culture. 
Before being made a bishop 
and coming to Churchill in 
19/0, he was .involved in na- 
tive education in Winnipeg. 
The racial tension 
sometimes seen between 
whites and Indians in 
southern Canada is not 
evident in the North, he says, 
but it's coming, . . . . . .  
"There's a great 
movement, again from the 
South, of ~l.s famous word 
autodetsrminalion, where 
you don't need any whites. 
"But we' bring that to 
them. 
"These people were so 
receptive to the whites. Any 
of the Hudson Bay people or 
any of the missionaries who 
came to the north, none of 
them would have survived if 
• . '  " 
, . . .  
o 
¢7 
3;% 
they hadn't been well 
received by these people," 
What aggressiveness there 
is is being created by white 
people, he says. 
"It's coming. The South 
only discovered the North 10 
or 15 years ago. You're 
working at it, you know." 
But Robidoux remains an 
optimist, although a careful 
one. 
"It (the coming of racism) 
is a tragedy, but I think it's 
also a transition. 
"There are so many things 
coming north and so much 
that came within a few 
years. So I think we have to 
be careful in making 
Judgments on all of these 
• ~ ,;! 
:, :;::'~:.,: 
. . . .  , Street 
• - ~ .... The 100 Hunfley Street 
television show, seen 
t . , /  
i 
F . :~ .  ;~:,; 
Father Bob McDougall Is live on TK-TV tomorrow morning, as part of the I00 Huntiey St. broadcasting 
team. questl~s .... 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
;f , ..pastor Bob Lcsyk S 
=.;;::::: - :,:,:'::, :'; '::.: ' 635-2807 THIS UNDAY 
Corner of Halliwell and N, Thomas 
• 9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching ~ - 
/ Corner Sparks and Keith ~ " / Sparks Street and Straume. . ~, 
~ '  O[ml~'~ '-~.a / ~Reverend S, Van Oaaien . : '~  
Sunday School- Terrace 10:00 a.m. 
~ ~ ~ _ ~ , # /  . ~ Sunday School- Remo 1:O0 p.m. 
, _ ~ 11:00 a.m. Worship S~rvice 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 635-9019 
Sunday Services-10:00 a.m . . . .  _ 
Sunday School. Adults Discussion. ~ 
11:00a.m.- Holy Communion for the family J ~ " " 
J ~ Minister: Reverend Lance Sfephens-635.5855 1 , . . , J H°uS es° ,,Pra'se % 
~,~ 4830 Straume Avenue, Terrace 636-2312 / e.,¥ATI0 N ARMY 
"~ c^- r , ,nn^v EVENING 7'30 n m ' ~ ~I I i i  l ,~  "~ SundayWorshlpl0:30a.m. 
°'~,~ ~"~.~Y,:;,' . . . . .  ~;;~ 9 1 ~ 0 ~ ~  4637 Walsk Avenue ~J~ ~ Educat lon&lns t ruc f l .op .Thurs .  7-8:39 
1/:'305;,;:." J 9:30 a.m. Chr~UNDAYucafion H o ~  ~ 
. . . . . . .  ~" 11:00 a•m. Family Worship Service I 
I 7:30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Welcomes J 
I TUESDAY NIGHT I 
I 7:30p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting Vou To. I 
I WEDNESDAY " . . . .  a worsnlp / 7:30 p,m. Ladies Home League Fellowship ~l 
SATURDAY / 
/ "~ 7:30p.m. Youth Group ~ 
~" . , , . .Au  . . - . .~ ,m. .un l lnU  ~ Christian Counselling J . . . . . . .  . .~  
/ KIIUA Ullllr.lP ununun ~ Emergency Welfare J ' P~I~T I IITH'FRAN CHURCH 
/ . . .q  • __-p-  a . . . . . .  "~.  Splrilual Resources ~-  ~w, -, . , v ~ _  - - . - - -~  . . . . . .  
<~ Minister Reverend ,ave .artyn ~ -IlwO:;,hlll:r~oa: H/~m°:n~nA;,!nlls;0,;lla;ioli~;t:.ll~. J 
3341 River Drive Terrace, B,O, 638-1661 I 
Reverend R.L. While / 
" ~  Morning Worship 11 : 00 a.m• . ~ "  
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
"~.= = ~  Service Wednesday 7'. 3 ~  . . . . . .  
weekday mornings on 
CFTK-TV, has been 
broadcasting llve from 
Terrace for the last two 
days, and will be on the 
air Saturday morning 
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon. 
Besides their television 
programs, the 100 
Huntley St. team has 
organized two rallies for 
their visit to the area. The 
first one took place last 
night in Kitimat, the 
second goes tonight at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre in 
Terrace. The rally starts 
at 7:30 p.m. 
The team which has 
come to Terrace includes 
Norma Jean Mainse, 
Rev. Don Osbourne, 
Father Bob MeDougall, 
Garry McColeman and 
Doug Burke. 
P roduct ion  s ta f f  
Carried for the trip are 
D i rec tor  Howard  
McIntee and B.C. Area 
Director Dave Richter. 
Film flap 
in Terrace 
Monty  Python 's  
religious atire "The Life 
of Brian," a film which 
has been banned in 
Valdesta, Georgia, has 
also created controversy 
in Terrace, even though it 
hasn't been shown here 
yet. 
A Superior Court 
Judge, Roy Lilly, banned 
the movie from the 
screen in the south 
Georgia town in response 
to the demands of angry 
church groups who said 
the movie is obscene, 
primarily because of its 
"lewd exhibition of 
genitals," according to 
an Associated Press 
stow• 
Theatre manager Andy 
Baker said that the 
church groups took the 
• only legal means 
,available to get the £dm 
banned. 
"You can't get a movie 
banned for religious 
reasons," Baker said. 
Terrace resident Bill 
Homberg is already 
mounting a campaign to 
keep the film h;om being 
shown in theatres in the 
Terrace-Kitimat area, 
although managers of the 
"lOCal ~ theatres said that 
the film has not yet been 
scheduled for play here. 
Homberg's action, and 
those of the group in 
Vaidosta, come after the 
film had been criticized 
by the Roman Catholic 
archdiocese in New York 
City, and several rab- 
binical groups, as being 
blasphemous and "a 
crime against religion." 
Don Schaffer, a Herald 
staff writer, comments 
on the controversy on 
page 4. 
TO SHARE COSTS 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
provincial government will 
share operating coots of a 
new Vancouver esidential 
facility for out.of-town 
patients who must stay close 
to the B.C. Cancer Control 
Agency, Health Minister Bob 
McClelland said Wednesday. 
He said the government will 
pay about $200,000 a year, 
with the remainder being 
paid by patients and a fund- 
raising society. 
i i  I _ - 
Thl MOSl |zmou$ 8 , |k l l  qn the Wolld '* 
h-,- 
[L's time to ca[l your 
Welco~le Wng~)n host es.q. 
Lois Mohninger 63'5.5309 
Evelyn Anweiier 635.5571 
, I  i " I 
TEl{l{ M:l.-kl'l'l~,i ~'1' 
daily herald 
SPORTS 
.Sittler strikes back 
TORONTO (CP) -- Darryl would be available in a trade 
Sittler, publicly dragged for any NHL all.star. 
over the coals with a few of Sittler used to he an all. 
his Toronto Maple Leaf 
team-mates by ~eneral- 
manager Punch Imlach, 
returned a sharply-directed 
mouthful at his buss Thur. 
sday. 
• In an interview in St. 
Louis, the Leaf captain told a 
Globe and Mail reporter he 
and other players on the. 
National Hockey League 
club are upset about moves 
and statements by Imlach. 
"I wouldn't say there's a
lack of communication 
between Punch lmlach and 
the players," Sittler said. 
"There's no communication 
at all." 
Sittler, waiting with his 
teammates fer a flight to 
Winnipeg where the Leafs 
play the Jets on being inSaturday'- 
opened up after 
formed of a selection of 
choice Imlach darts thrown 
during radio and television 
broadcasts of Wednesday's 
game in  St. Louis, which 
Leafs won 7.4 over the Blues. 
Imlach said during a dis- 
cussion on a post-game t le- 
vision show he felt $ittier 
was playing as though e 
still had not recovered fully 
from tern knee ligaments 
suffered last mason. 
Imlach said during the 
radio broadcast of the game 
and again on the past.game 
television show ~at Sillier 
star, he said, but "might 
have lost a step or two." 
Last week, Sittler high- 
scoring right winger Lanny 
McDonald and defenceman 
lun Turnbull, Leaf veterans 
around whom the club has 
been built In recent years, 
Were among a group of 
players placed onh,wwaivers 
then recalled. 
The move by Imlach was 
interpreted as a manoeuvre 
to see which other NHL 
teams were Interested In 
trades, The players, said 
Sittler, didn't appreciate the 
fact they were not advised 
They were upset when they 
learned through newspapers 
that they'd been placed on 
waivers. 
" I '  had a good open 
relationship with Jim 
Gregory (former general 
manager) and with (former 
• coaches) Red Kelly and 
Roger Neiison," Sittler said. 
"But I'd say the majority 
of players on this team have 
never' talked to Punch 
Imlach ... We see Punch at 
practices and at games now 
and again and he g~ve us one 
talking-to in the dressing 
room. But other than that, 
we never see him." 
Sittier noted two minor 
changes that bothered the 
players. They no longer are 
Ruel disagrees 
MONTREAL (CP) --  
Assistant coach Claude Reel 
of the National Hockey 
League 's  Mont rea l  
Canadiens reacted with 
bitterness Thursday to 
criticism voiced by right 
winger Guy Lafleur, saying: 
"What he said is not honest." 
Lafleur was reported as 
saylng'0n'the team'd'charter 
flight home from a game 
Wednesday night at Pitt- 
sburgh that Ruel was part of 
the reason the team has been 
struggling this season under 
first.year coach Bernie 
Geoffrion. 
The Canadiens have an 8-3- 
3 record that would be 
considered good anywhere 
else but see.ms,, only adequate 
to Montreal s critical fan- 
dom. They rallied for a 3-3 tie 
against the Penguins. 
"I don't want o create any 
dissension, but Claude 
should revert o the role he 
had before," Lafleur had 
said, referring to Ruel's 
work under the departed 
Scotty Bowman. "If he 
wants to coach, let him go 
behind the bench. If not, then 
let Bernard do what he 
wants. 
"Right now, Geoffrion is 
getting too many directives 
and consultations between 
periods and games and he 
doesn't know where to turn." 
Ruel was upset and said he 
would talk to managing 
director Irving Grundman 
about what o do. "If Boomer 
does not want me here, then I
will go somewhere lse," 
Ruel said, referring to 
Geeffrion. 
Pace set 
by the U.S. 
ATHENS (AP) -- The U.S. 
team of John Maheffey and 
Hale Irwin set the pace with 
a 141 total in the opening 
round Thursday of the 27th 
World Cup men's team golf 
tournament. 
Mahaffey, who teamed 
last year with Andy North 
when the tournament was 
held in Hawaii, shot h five- 
under.par 67 ever the par.72 
Giyfada course in his 
opening round. 
But team.mate Irwin 
turned in a disappointing 
performance. Irwin shot a 
dismal 39 on the front nine 
and got so badly tied up at 
the approach to No. 6 that he 
Just threw up his hands in 
frustration. Hi ,~ approach 
shot fell In a sand trap and 
his next shot flew over the 
green to the rough on the 
edge of another trap. 
Irwin finished the more 
difficult back nine with a 35 
to total 74, two over par. 
Canada's representatives, 
Jim Nelford of Burnaby, 
B.C., and Dan Halldorson of 
Shilo, Man., were nine 
strokes off the pace in a tie 
for ninth place with a 150 
total. Nelford, 24, shot a 73 
and HalIdorson, 27, had a 77 
which included a triple 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *L .  4~&t .  a 
Geoffrion, angry enough 
about the incident o call 
some players off the ice at 
practice to talk about it, 
defended Ruel. 
"H he goes, I go." said 
6eoffrion. 
Lafleur had said Ruel 
should serve Geoffrion the 
way he did Bowman. 
"But you have to un- 
derstand the situation," 
Laflear said. "Gnoffrion just 
arrived here and he's not 
strong enough' yet to take 
control of the situation. The 
sooner he does, the better." 
• Defenceman Larry 
Robinson said earlier this 
week that he didn't believe 
the coaching change was 
responsible for the 
Caondleas' tart. 
"Basically, the coach 
hasn't tried to change 
things," Robinson said. 
"Unintentionally, wekind of 
feel that he's trying to let us 
play a little different, which 
is not true. He said time and 
time again -- it's like a 
broken record -  that he 
doesn't want to change our 
style because we have been 
successful that way. 
"Maybe because of the 
way Scotty said and did 
things, we listened a little 
more," said Robinson. 
per'mitted a beer on char .• 
tered flights after road 
games, a concession Sittler 
won from Kelly, and a ping. 
pang table has been removed 
from an ante-reom outside 
the home club's dressing 
room at Maple Leaf Gar. 
dens. 
Both moves, Sittier said, 
showed a small regard by 
management furthe players' 
maturity. 
Sittler said the players 
have reacted to 
management moves by 
pulling together. There is no 
dissension among the 
players, he stressed. 
As f~ Imlach's comments 
his knee. Sittler said the 
k 
knee is healthy and he has 
had no problem with it. 
"But there are nights when 
you're sluggish." 
Slttler, 29, is in his 10th 
season with the Leafs, the 
only NHL team with which 
he's played. He recurded his 
700th career point with an 
• assist Wednesday night. 
Sittler. has a no-trade 
clause In his contract but his 
agent, Bill Watters, said in 
Toronto on Thursday that 
Sit,let would be willing to 
waive the clause in return 
for a lump-sum payment. 
Watters placed a price tag 
of "$500,000 on the clause, 
saying Imlach had called to 
discuss it. 
• ~ SABRES DULL  
• • ';', " . ' ;  :,.~" • ' . ; "  . : , "  ' . . . "  i . . ' : .  ' 
• ; , .  ; : ' - " . . ,  
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Bruins double lers 
Boston Bruins wo~ while 
Buffalo Sabres played to a 
draw in the only scheduled 
National Hockey Leagt 
games Thursday nigh 
leaving the two teams tk 
atop the Adams Division. 
The Bruins dealt Ed. 
monton Oilers a 4-2 losa 
while Buffalo skated to a 3.3 
stalemate with' Chicago 
Black Hawks. 
In Boston, B~by Sch- 
msutz scored his eighth goal 
in 12 games as the Brulns 
extended their unbeaten 
streak to five games. Wayne 
Csahman, Bobby Lalonde 
and Dick Redmond also 
scored for the Brains. 
D~ Newman and Pat 
Price scored for the Oilers, 
who now have a recerd of 
two wins, four ties and eight 
losses in 14 games. 
Off.season management 
criticism had Schmautz, 34, 
wondering whether his days 
with the Bruins were 
numbered. 
"I wanted to be traded last 
summer, it's no secret," 
Schmau", said.. "They told 
me they weren't happy that I
scored only 20 goals last 
season, that I should be 
Next T /me. . .  
Get Away 
CL~mplon Toba 26 Command Bridge Cruiser 
Peace was what you were looking for, but a crowded campgroundwas 
all you found. No quiet, no serenity and getting there was even worse. 
Next time you want to'get away, Get Away in a Boat, Get Away in a 
Campion. You will find peace just five minutes from the dock. There's a 
marina or lauhching ramp just moments from your home. 
Next time, if peace is what you want, then peace is what you will find when 
you Get Away in a Boat. 
Get .Away in a Campion! 
Ask about our yearend specials 
' in both boat & RV stock, stock. 
A Feat selection to choose from, 
Chinook Trailer Sales Ltd, 
• 635-2033 5506 Hwy. 16 West, Tenace 635-2033 
• v v v  v v v v v v  v v v v v v v - . m . v v  v v v - q ~  - .m. .  v . i w v v v  v v T ,e  
TERRAGE ELECTRONIC REPAIR LTD. 
4623 Lakelse Ave. 635-4543 
ANNIVERSARY SALE - Nov. IO-17 
$anyo Color TV, 3 yr. warranty,  20" . " . . -  . . . . .  ....... ~.. . ; . . . ' . . : . ' .  . . . .  ~.'; . . . . . . . . .  
$anyo Color TV, 3 yr. warranty,  20". Touchtune . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ' . , . . . . ' . : . .  . . . . . . .  .$7690s 
Toshiba Color TV, 50 me. warranty,  20". AFC, ABC . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ; " . . . . . . ' . ; . ; - . . ? . . ;  . . . .  
Toshiba Color "IV, 50 me. warranty, 20". Electronic 'l"uh'ihg:..'~,..'...~1900 
Magnavox - 20", Autocolor, AFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '.':.~'.. . . . . . .  
Magnavox - 26" consoles. As low as ....................................... , . . . .  . . . . . .  • $79~00 
Magnavox - 26" Remote, as low as .................................................. .$109900 
10% o,;All Toshiba & Sanyo Microwave Ovens 
Plus Large Savings on Ampex and Phillips Oassettee 
Look for the special ORANGE price tags for in store specials. 
Toshiba V5310 Vide0rec0rder *1199"  
3 hr. capabi l i ty ,  12 hr. programming 
I I I  
and come In and f i l l  out the free entry form for the draw for a TOSHI 6A 
RT8700 portable stereo casseffe radio. DRAW DATE.  November 17 at 
4:00 P .M.  
CHARGEX 
Financing avai lable 
No payment required 
until Jan. 15, 1980 VL~4 
10HLY 
STOP 
Reg. Price $419.00 
playing more offence." 
Schmautz, whose had his 
share of injuries, scored 38 
goals for Vancouver before 
being obtained by the Brulns 
during the 1973-74 season. 
His highest output with 
Boston has been 28 goals. 
The Oilers have yet to win 
"m the road in seven '~ap- 
pearances in opposition 
rinks. 
"We're just not ex- 
perienced enough," ex- 
plained conch Glen Sather. 
"The young guys don't have 
someone to rely upon who 
has the experience of playing, 
" in a building like this and 
knowing what to expect." 
In Buffalo, Grant Mulvey's 
second goal of the game at 
i3:07 of the third period 
earned the Black Hawks a 
tie. 
Reg Kerr also scored for 
Chicago. 
YOU MAK['AIOPI]OGI)EL 
YOU COME 
OUT ON 
TOP! 
1977 COUGAR XR7 
V8 auto trans., PS & PB i $5395 
1978 T-BIRD TOWH LANDAU 
.4Jr condltlonnd, stereo 6 track, power seats & windows $8795 
1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE 
1976 MAZDA 808 2 DR. 
Excellent condition 
1977 FORD E150 ECONOLINE 
' Short w. base van, V0 auto. trans. 
1974 THUNDERBIRD 
V$ auto, stereo, air conditioning 
. , , . , ,  . , .~  t ;~)~. !  / , ,  
$3495 
$3595 
$5995 
$4195 
1975 FORD TORINO ELITE 
V8 auto. trans. $4595 
1979 FORD F250 SUPERCAB 
Camper special, V8 automatic 
I 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAB 
V8 automatic, 8 ft. box. 
I 
$10,500 
$8295 
1978" FORD BRONCO 
Varadlo, 4 speed 
1979 FORD F250 PICKUP 
Only 5000 kilos., V6 auto Irons. 
I 
$9995 
$7695 
1977 DATSUN PICKUP 
4 speed, 4 cyl., short box $4795 
1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION 
Security converslom frldge, furnace, etc. 
I .I I I I  
$12,995 
1979 20 FT.OKANAGAN MOTORHOME $20,995 
Only 4000 kilos. 
197S DATSUN 4x4 PICKUP 
4 cyl., 4 speed, radio $4995 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 635-4984 
Dealer No, 6|40A 
P 
( 
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He sees  •r ivalry b 
J .4  , 
' , i t 's  between the  teams THE 
By BILL LEVITT through, the season he was Ottawa coach George 
OTTAWA (CP)- Quar- packed off to Hamilton. Braneato, LUNG CRIPPLER$ ,*,, C;~ments brought the. hls lineup all year because of 
"~"  "~ :~ terbackCondredgeHolloway listless Tiger-Cats roaring injuries, finds himself still 
• ,~:, says Sunday's adden-death back to life, inspiring them with several players in the Emphysema, Asthma, Tubc~uloslso Chronic Bronchltis, NrPollutlon 
i~ Eastern Football Conference to overhaul Toronto alr, includingHolloway. U s e  Christmas Seals 
, ~  ] metal-final against Hamilton Argonauts and grab the last Holloway badly damaged 
Tiger.Cats is a showdown conference playoff spot. his rlbe July 31 when he fell 
I F against a tough defensive Ottawa handled the Tiger- oe the point of the football unit -- and not against Cats easily at home this following a bone-jarrlng hit 
former team-mate Tom Cle. season by 30-19 and 44-4 by Argo defensive end Bruc~ manta. 
"No ~va¥ I'm playing scores. Hamilton retaliated Smith. 
against Tom Clements," by winning two games, 16.9 ....... ....~..........v........~....v.......v.~...~...:.:v:..v:.:.:..v:.:..v;.:.:v.v:.:v.v.....xv: 
Holloway said Thursday in and 21-3 o~ their home When Jim Jones was :ii!:.:i!ii~ii.~:i:.~i:iiiiiiiiii!i:i:i:!.i~i~!~i!i!ii:i:~:i:!:~:i::::.?:..i~:]:!:~:~:!:.y:!:!:!:~:!:~:~:!:~:~:!:::~:!:~:~:!:~:.~:i:.::::i...: 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION J "  I i an interview. 'Tm ground. 'unable to move the team in TUNE'UP  defensive playing Holloway said Clements subaequentgames, Hdloway i against 12 guys." will not have an advantage was forced to play and hurt 
"I've got to look out for a over the Riders because "we his leg. ' 
4 tough 'Cat in Ziambiasi," he 
~r~r~,:~,. said with a grin. have a tendency to change But a three.week lay~f 
Ben Ziambiasi, Hamiltm's our defenses." has put Holloway "in the not more than 
"He'll have to study the best shape I've been in all 
outside linebacker, is the fllms andnotdependmpast year." ,~h~2,18 plus tax 
d conference nominee as I'errace Totem Ford Sales Ltd. outstanding defensive player performances." Charlie Weatherbie, who 
• , in the country. Holloway also saidhe feels backed up Jones against he up to 11 litres 0i14531 Keith Ave. 63:~4~e4 
great and looks forward to Argos last week, has been 
t "Tommy and I were rivals playing in the game that will placed on the injury reserve ~Vra,a Automat,c Transm,ss,o, 
p wimn we played for the same be televised nationally by the list to make room for Torque Converter fif equip. /~~r"~ 
• team but we're not CBC at 2 p.m. EST. Holloway. pod wdh dram plug) . . ' "/7.4 
..... "~  anymore," Holloway added. One major -decision Slotback Martin Cox, ~, Clean: Flu,dp,cku'psc,een [ - -  ~=~-~='~J~'  
Holloway and Clemente Hamilton coach John Payne conference nominee as Atr Brealher (d so equ,pped) 
joined Ottawa from U.S. has to make is whether to me rookie of the year, has .SAdjust: Bands Lmkage Rufus Crawford, an elusive recovered f rom an al lk]e ~ Replace: Pan gasket and flu,d 
tudverltiee in 1975. Clemente running back who looked injury and will play. Co~ immediately became one of RoadTest Veh,cle 
the Canadian Football impressive inhls CFL debut caught 32 passes for 546 MostPassengerCarsandDghtTrucks 
Player takes penalty ~o,o by gun Scha,ev League's premier quarter, agai~t Montreal Alouettes yards and seven touch- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
backs, last week, or Ronnie downs. . ;::::::i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::.:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::..::::::::::::.:::::::.::.~:::::::.::::::::::.:::. 
Rowland, a bruising runner 
Holloway, a solid relief who rushed foe 814 yards 
man, was finally rewarded despite missing three T iCE  
for his patience when games. N 0 Teams taketurns Clements declded to play out Payne said Rowland, a his option this year. . power runner, will get the 
The Riders promptly nod if Lansdowne Park's 
, shipped Clements off to natural turf Is softened by In observance of Remembrance Day, Sunday, November 11, 
Westend Chevron came bounce off McEwan goalie McEwan goal at 18:42. Saskatchewan d midway rain or snow. 
back Wednesday night to Dave Hamilton's stick in 1979,  the  offices of the District of Terrace will be closed ~on. 
steala point from the Skeena 'behind him. West, end ,,,, oo,,e--o Sunday  wi l l  te l l  ,.,..ov.o.,,, , , , ,  
Hotel, Thursday it was their Hamilton didn't get much throughout he first half of 
turn to lose a point as help from his defence all the third period, but let up ' Width is more important Cleveland 94 8entries: Ex- The following change In refuse pi(:kup Is Introduced: 
McEwan GM fled them 4-4 through the second period, towards the end and let the to a pro football passing pact the Seabawks to ira. 
with a minute and a half left = he made several good game slip away. game -- the quarterback or prove on last week's minus. Garbage normally collected'on Mond~/wil l  be picked up on 
to play. stops, the rebounds of which Lewis got his second goal the wide receivers? seven yards offence. P lus  Tuesday, November 13, 1979. 
Los Angeles and Chicago seven, maybe? 
McEwan took a 2.0 lead in weren't cleared quickly, of the game at 14:40 of the flnd out Sunday in a National Tampa Bay 23 Detroit T: The sanitary landfill Is open 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. Tuesday 
the first period on goals by Weetend's forechecldng kept third on a serambly goal in Football League showdown Lima' treadmill to oblivlm ~0 Sunday. Closed all day Monday. 
Rick Lewis and Darryl them off balance, forcing front of Eric Chapman.' when the Rams use their No. wm't disturb the first.place 
MaLlet. several mistakes. Lewis got the hat trick and 
The second period 3 passer against the Bears-- Sues. 
Westend applied more the game's flnal goal at lS-29, who are down to secmd. Dallas 31 Pldladelphla 17 District of Terrace 
belonged toWestend, asthey pressure and came up with when he got a nice pass right string wide receivers (M=tday Night): Cowboys 
scored four goals in the last two quick goals at the end of in front of . Chapman. He becatme of injuries, offence due to break out. 
twelve minutes for their total the period, beat Chapman high to the Rookle Jeff Rutledge is the 
offence. Dale Fournler got their glove sidetoearn MeEwan's man on the spot for Los Run Smaha got his first third goal at 15:48 whm he point, y 
goa]ofthenightat7:56ofthe took a nice pass from Smaha Angeles, replacing regular e l l  can t F O R  C O U N C I L  
second period, assisted by and slipped it past Hamilton, Next action in the Terrace Pat Haden, who's out for the 
Dieter Oleos and. Steve who got caught going the Commercial Hockey League andSeas°n withbackupa broken finger,vines top the 
Westend'sDillab°ugh'secondOlS°ngoal w eng°t ther way. is Monday, when Skeena Fer ragamo,  s t i l l  
The final Westend goal Hotel 'plays the Juveniles, recuperating from a broken W i  
net,hesh°tit°utfr°mbehindtheand it ook a hard scrambleCame frO in Smahafront ofinthea Westend.and Terrace Hotel plays hand. The Bears will use nters  n community worker  
Brian Buchnagel and Steve Portland Trail Blazers ar. HOOP THRILLER Schubert at wide receiver, replacing Golden Riehards, rived in Milwaukee Thur. Of Terrace foe the 
oUt 'with a bad knee, and sday night with statistically ~ ~ . Last second win seen best defence in the ~ ~ p.'t2Oye~t$' • broken leg last week. Nat ional  Basketba l l  
The hunch here Is that the Association. But they moil9 wants  to see .  
There was a last-second finally pulled it out, 80-78, behind four points for most Bears will prevail, mostly couldn't stop Brian Winters. 
one-basket victory and a with two seconds left on the ofthehalf, All Seasons put on becauseof Walter Paytm, Their fast break slowed to I "  i/!! 
stomping last night in the dock. In the nightcap, K]tms a burst and scored four who's not hurt. a erawl by the towering and i :~ - a 5.10 year plan providing 
Terrace Men's Basketball and Sons trounced Skeena. straight feat.break layups to The picks: hustling Blazers, Milwaukee , guidelines for future development 
League Thursday night. Hotel 91-54. ' take the lead. They built up Chicago IT Los Angeles 13: Bucks instead waited for ,/: : : ~ of land, industry & recreation. 
All Seasons Sport= and an eight point lead with Paytm'e healthy legs make Winters to work free amid a i,:.::.] ~ i~i~ ~ !:!i j ! i  the extension of Terrace 
maze of picks around the ~ -~!;~,i ~ boundarles east to include Can.cel Ev's Clippers traded leads In the All Seasons-Clippers about five minutes left to the difference In this me, key. 
several times in the second game, Ev's had a 46-42 halt. play, and then let up and Miami 24 Baltimore 17: The bearded guard sank 10 / and west to include proposed CNR 
half before All Seasons time lead. After dropping allowed the Clippers to tie This score could reverse if 
the game with a minute and Bert Jones goes the distance of 19 field goal attempts and expansion, Luckies down Braves " " "  left. for the Colts. scored all but six of his 24 points in the second half, - The development of Ferry Island 
Both teams tightened their New York Giants 31 leading the Bueks to a 98.89 for campers 'wh i le  leaving the 
defenses for Lhe last minute, Atlanta 10: Phil Simms and 
Houston Luckiesbeat the The Lucklea will be on the and it wasn't until All company bounce back from victory ln a showdown of the natural surroundings unspoiled. 
visiting Burns Lake Braves road this weekend. They are Seasons got the ball and the Dallas disappointment. NBA's Western Conference 
divisional leaders. 7-3 last rdght in Pacific in Terrace to play the played for the last shot with New York Jets 31 Buffalo Denver Nuggets beat Utah 
Northwest Hockey League 'llmberme=t Saturday night 28 seconds left that anyone 14: These Jets travel on the 
action, and in Kitimat to play the got dose to scoring, ground, net in the air. Jazz 96-92 in the only other 
Winterhawks Sunday at- Tom Watkinson dribbled Green JBay 18 Minnesota NBA game Thursday night. 
WesWestgardehadthree ternoon, the ball under wessure and lO; The lee Bowl trophy goe a blarques Johnson added 22 ~ i'1' "mS,moll9 
first-period goals to lead the Terrace plays the Van- wound downthe clock to five to the Packers tide year. points for the Bucks, Mid- • • 
Luekles to their win. The derhoof Flyers Sunday at. seconds left, and passed off Denver 33 New England west Division leaders at 11-3. • Portland leads the Pacific first period ended 3-I, the ternoon, while Granlsle will to Bruce Johnstone who put 20: Go for the home team In 
second 5-2. be in Kitimat Friday night, the ball up from about 25 feet this intcreglng mal~hup. Division at 11-4. The Bucks beat the out. It we=t in with two Pittabturgh 28 Kansas City .  yLOc -e-" r , - ,u  yV--'=a'" showing, giving All 7: 8tart the Super Bowl. The Blazers at their own game. Minor Seasons the win. Steelers are ready. Milwaukee, which had lost its previous two games 
Grog Rosswas high scorer Houston 19 Oakland 14: following a 10-game winning 
Weekend Minor Hockey ~mor Hockey mter.C,ty ~ep for the winners with 25 The Raiders' secondary streak, forced 28 turnovers 
Inter-city Pep League action Team t.u0ue - Nov. ~ points, followed by Mike leaks enough to intrigue Dan and limited the visitors to 
this weekend see~ Kitimat r~m w..,...l"..m=..~A.. P Ireland with 24. PastorinL 40.2 per cent shooting. 
and Prince Rupert eams on pups Ev's got 16 Dale Prest and 
t~e road. Terrace S 1 0~ 15 10 9t.Lonis31Washlngton 13: Johnny Roche scored five PrlnceRupert3 3 0 =9 ,19 6 14 from Paul Walker. Kitimat's Pups and Kltlmat 0 ~ 0 ~ ~7 0 In the late game, Eric The Redsldns are beglnulng polntelntheflnalminute, in. 
Bantam's travel to Prince pulwaus Muff scored 26 for the to phy the way fdks thought eluding three straight free 
Rupert for ~ames on Terrace 6 0 0 69 ~e 12 winners, with Wlllle Chemko they would at the season's throws with 30 seconds to go 
after Utah had closed to 93- Saturday afternoon and PrlnceRupert 0 2 0 2 15 0 lOBBing fill 25. Skeell~ Hotel start, 
Sunday evening. Rupert's Kltlmat 0 4 0 16 S~ 0 got 24 from Pat Kofoed and CinlennatlS48anDlegoSh 92, to lift Denver over the 
Peewees and Midgets will be BANTAMS 14 from Joe Prokol~huk. Upset Special. A down week Jazz. 
at the Terrace arena for PrlnceRul~rt4 ~ 0 ~6 ~s e Next games in the com- ~m the road for the Chargers Dan Iseel led the Nuggets 
games which start at 8 p.m. Terrace 3 ~ t ~ ~ 7 me.sial league are next roller touter, with 23 points and George 
Friday and at I0 a.m. Kltlmst 0 3 I 10 32 | Tuesday, with All Seasons) New Orleane 20 San Fran- McGinnia had 20. Pete Mara. 
Saturday. MIDGETS taking Kltms and Sons and elseol0: Title-hopeftd Saints rich led the Jazz with 21 
Terrace 3 2 0 38 35 6 ..  _ ,_ _Waterno lo  Kltlmst i , o == , , ,  Ev's meeting the Skeena can't let up against the points and Adrian Dantloy 
PrlnceRupert 0 2 0 3 10 0 Hotel team. downand~ut '49ers. added 20. 
tourney 
The Terrace Water Polo WATCH FOR OUR 
Club will hold t halt third GRAND OPENING annual tournamen  from 
N(~v. 23-25. 
Men's and women's teams 
OOMING ' will be coming from the SOOH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Burnaby club, Lhe University 
of Victoria, the Prince 
Rupert club, the ho,t General Eleotrio - Admirai - Moffat - RGA - Toshiba 
Terrace club and a men's The Volkswagon Rabb,t GTI has more Outs,de. there s more. A large front team from Simon Fraser 
University. Tow. Hall - Dofehr - Sklar - Bradmoor - Huppe - Grange ,o offer inside end out. spoder, sottn block bumpers end 
According to club director Inside, there are features hke a styled black fender flares, ,b,de 
J,,e Zucchiatti, the Terrace " Elran - Laz-Boy - 5-speed manual transmission, a steel.belted rad,al ~: : ]~q '?~ LI 
hres, rear window club will be at a dlsad- tachometer, a padded sports steering washer and w,per. vantage due to the unusually • TERRACE REMO - THORNHILL KITIMAT wheel, sports seats, a Blaupunkt , long I~)oI closure. DELIVERY--NO CHARGE - - 
Sundays, Tuesdays and Account on budt-mtwin speakers. Rubble. Andthat's 
Thursdays at 9 p.m. Approved a lot more fun. 
Anyneweomersmtere~ted 'L.~Cr'I' ~ CO . . . . . . .  A U T O  in competitiv  water polo 
are welcome. A beginners FURNITURE & APPLIANI)ES p ,,gram f r men and women t J i ~ ~  LUMBIA  H A U S  
in, crested in learning the 
game will be held on 
Tuesday nights tarting Nov. ~ Phone 635-6576 STORE HOURS: Mon. toSat.9a.m.toS:30p.m. Frl. 9 to 9 3779 River Rd. 635-5844 
..~ at 9 p.m. ' • . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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A champ asks 
for some help 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
Archie Moore, the former undefeated light 
heavyweight champion of the world, has for the 
past several years been working with young 
teenagers, helping them develop strong b0diee 
and moral values in a program called ABC(Any 
Boy Can). 
Moore is starting his program in Terrace, 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert and the Charlottes, going 
to the areas, meeting the children he may be 
working with and the adults they depend on for 
guidance. 
His program has met With great success in the 
past, notably in Nova Scotia andNigeria, where 
he conducted his program and coached the 1980 
Nigerian Olympic bo~ing team. 
Moore will have tronhle gettiug the same 
success in this arsa,ithough, without help. The 
area is so large that one man can't do a good job 
covering the area, he said. 
"There are four places l'm working in," he 
said,'~and it'll be hard for me to do.the whole job 
in all four places." 
Moore would like to get support from the 
businesses in the Terrace-Kitimat rea, as well 
as from the other areas he'll he working in,. to 
bring up three assistants be needs to keep the 
program running properly in all four areas at the 
same time. 
"If I can have these three people, the job can 
be done well everywhere,"he said. "Usually we 
spend six months on basic slWls in self defense 
and boxing and six menths building skills and 
values to a higher level." 
,The ABC program is designed not only for the 
development of physical skills,' bui tot'. theen- 
couragement of better values. " 
"I call what I do teaching the kids to put their 
hats on right,"Moore said. : 
Moore's program deals with most of the major 
social problems facing youngsters today. Aims 
of the program are to discuss drug and alcohol 
dependeney problems with young people and to 
eompare them with the value of healthy alter- 
natives. He works with, advises and assists all 
groups who oppose vandalism actively, and to 
work to change negative attitudes ef yeung 
people and adults to positive attitudes. 
"I iry to pbint these Pe~l¢.. on the road to 
success," Moore ~ildT"This~ad is filled with-- 
plffa~, with distractions that can lead young 
people astray from that read. 
"I'm not against rook music, say, but I am 
against some of the things that go with it. Drugs, 
alcohol, those kind of things don't help anyone 
and I don't hink young people have to fall into 
them." 
He said that rock music is fine but there is 
another side to it besides the one that many 
groups make a fuss over. 
"It is possible to diasooia~ rock music from 
drugs and booze," Moore said," and to show that 
there are other things as well on the good side of 
it, such as jazz, classical musle, art, crafts and 
sports. 
"All these things are part of the road to good 
health." 
Moore would like to enlist the support of the 
Imsiness community to make his program as 
good as It can be. 
"I get paid everyday, when I get letters from 
the people I worked with in my other places," he 
said. "In Nigeria, the program is paying its , 
dividends now, and I'm not even there." 
Moore says he works with the young people 
from the time he meets them, trying to teach by 
example that We has good things to offer them ff 
they are willing to work for them. 
Moore has been brought up through the efforts 
of the Northwest Native Social Workers 
As~ooiation, a non-profit organization who are 
working on the program on behalf of the Indian 
Band Councils in the Northwest district of the 
Department of Indian Affairs. 
Walter Woods, superintendent of social 
development i  the Association, says that sup- 
port from the business community isessential to 
the success of the program. He feels that the 
program's positive ffects will be enhanced by 
the addition of three assistants that Moore is 
requesting. 
In a press release from the association, it is 
stated that all of the society will benefit from the 
project. Not only the people at the band level but 
also people in the surrounding area would gain 
from the project as Moore himself and his anti- 
vandalism and drug-dependence stanee will help 
the entire community. 
F jht the lung cripplers... 
Emphysema, Asthma, Tuberculosis, Chronic Bronchitis, Air Pollution 
~.,. Use Christmas Sea ls  
It's a matter of life and breath 
I I 
Nadine Asante checks out her charge 
Not a dumb clvck this 
His 
dream 
jaded 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- An 
Independent miser's vision 
of developing a multi- 
ndlllon-dollar Jade mine is 
being obscured by a tangle o~ 
red tape, the miner's lawyer 
said Wed~c4day in British 
Cclumhis Supreme Court. 
Justice S. M. Toy reserved 
Judgment in an applieaUon 
by the provincial govern- 
ment o extend an injunction 
restricting Kenneth Morris 
from cutting timber to build 
an access road to the mine. 
Morris's lawyer, Robert 
Gardner, said his client has 
an agreement to sell the 
mine for $23 million, 
provided the road is com- 
pleted by Jan. 1, 1961. 
Christopher Harvey, 
acting for the attorney- 
general, said the $3- 
Idiometre oad would krupt 
an envirnsmentally semltive 
~re~. 
Harvey asked that the in- 
junction preventing the 
timber cutting be extended 
until the entire issue is 
decided at a trial. 
Court was told the govern- 
ment application for the in. 
junction represents the 
. latest chapter in MOnk's 
eight.year battle to develop a 
Jade mine on the site at 
which he has a legitimate 
claim. 
TH~ ~ ~  FOR AU. THE FAMILY ! 
IWEEKEND SPORTS 
MINOR HOCKEY REP$ 
Terrace Peewees & Mlclgets vt Prince Rtq~ert. 
Frlcl~y O pro, S~turdey 10 am. 
PNWHL HOCKEY 
Saturday: Houston LuckI= v= Terrace Tim. 
bewmm In Terrace. 
Gramlldo vs Kltlmllt Wlnterlmwlu; In Kltlmat 
Sunday: 
Luckl~ v~ KHImst Wlntwhswks In 
Kltimat. 
Vandsrhoo~ Flyers v= Terrace Tlmharmm In 
Terrace, 
INN 
48111 Hwy. 14 W. Terrace 435.9151 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 
4~ { SHOWING AT S P.M..  * 
Nov. 7,o 
'~ "l'he Seduction of Joe Tynan 
Morris, who holds a Free '~ 
Miner'sCertffleateunderthe ~ NOV. 11-17 ~( 
Mineral Act, is the holder of "~ claims In an area ~,100 ~ The Rocky Horror Picture Show 
metres up Antimony ~ ~ "g 
Mountain near Lytton, B .C .  MIDNIGHT SPI=EiA~ -'N'OVEMBER 11 
in the Fraser Canyon. : The Rocky Horror Picture Show -Ic " Court was told Morris first "g 
encountered bureaucracy in ~ 4~ 
1974, when the New ,~ Matinee 2 p.m. 
Democratic Party govern- 
ment lntredueed new mining ~ NOVEMBER 10 "¢ 
regulations which effseUvely 4~ 
deprived him of his claims. King Elephant 
Morris flied a suit alleging ~ 
conspiracy tointerfere inhis . 4~ 
business, inwhich e named ~ '7 & 9 p,m, * 
then premier Dave Barrett, ~ 4~ 
as well as the ministers of 
mines and lands and ~ NOV. 4-10 "¢ 
resources. ~ 
The suit was adjourned .k Starting Over 
sine die (technically, It is "¢ 
still before the courts) when 4~ ,~ 
While she thinks it veterinarian, the fowl recovered. The incident, 
might just have been a was spared a premature moreover, has made the 
plot to get some sym- demise, feathered one just enough 
pathy and make it Although it was ap- ofafamilypetthatitmay 
through theThanhsgiving parently the first such see its way past 
weekend, Nadine Asante creature to come in for a Christmas too. 
has been trying to help a cast, the fact that Nadine r '~[ ' ' ~ • 
turkey recover from a br- had splinted the leg made 
uen leg. it easy to set. VANCOUVER,  B C, CANADA 
Thebird, one of several While the turkey was 
the Asanto's have, ap- recovering from its ac- ,I DaYS 2 NIGHTS parentiy suffered in a cident, it maintained a 
dispute with. one of the place of honor in the 
two horses belonging to family home, being fed 
the Asante girls, by hand as it rested on a 
At first it looked like a nest of cloth. 
quick trip to the pot for The cast, which was 
the young gobbler, duly autographed, is due 
Thanks to Dr. Louis to come off, anytime now 
Eiorza, the local and the bird seems 
the NDP government was 
defeated in1975. 
In 1976, Morris filed 
another action against a 
government deci|ion to 
cancel his title to the mining 
claims. The B.C. Supreme 
Court decided in1977 that his 
claims were in good stan- 
ding. 
His latest problem Is 
getting permission to build 
the access road. 
In a~king the court to 
restrain Morris from 
building the road, Harvey 
said the miner has gone 
ahead without authorizatl0e 
~ . , ~ .  @ ~ . ~  English Bay near Stanley Park 
1755 Davie Street 'l~h0ne: 682-1831 
I l l l  i I i t I , l , . i  t , l * !  , ! , ,~ , ,1 ,  I i ,  ! ,  , l l , l O l  , , l l l l l I I I  
00UBLE OCCUPANCY i SINGLE OCCUPANCY 
i 
25 i 25 
ph~s 5% tax plus 5% tax 
fIIUI room tax .'- (lIO) room tax 
PER PERSON ~ PER PERSON 
I I I  I I I I I /  I I I I I I I  I 
RESTAURANT 
.'I h, ~', l,r'lmh.~ :
-FULL FAOILITIES- 
-k" Beautiful Guest Room 
- <NII H£ & 
OANADIAN FOOD- , Breakfast (2) Mornings 
-AIR OONDITIONED- 
--DINING LOUNGE- ~ Steak or Seafood Dinner 
-BUSINESS LUNCHES- at HY'S at the SANDS 
Mon. to Fri. 11am - 2 pm 
'~UN. -T I - IURS,  ] ]  a .n t . -12  I ) .m.  EXTRA NIGHT 
FRI .  & SAT.  l I ~.l.lll. ,- 2, ~ l . l l l . .  DOUBLE/PER$13.00 plusPERSONtax SINGLE/PER$23.00 plusPERSONtax 
4643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 635-6111~ 
~:~ ~ IOLL FREE IN. US. i.(800).528-1234 
.K 
'~ NOV. 11-17 '~ 
v Breaking Away 
,1¢ 
Whu 
the Hgatt Regenc u 
Vancouver 
and the Baushore Inn 
have cut winter rates 
,bg one.third. 
December through March are pleas- 
antly mild winter months in Vancouver. 
They are also our "slow" months. So, to 
encourage your visit, we're offering a splen- 
did Inducement: one-third off our usual 
room rates. 
With all due respect o the Bayshore, 
we believe the Hyatt Regency offers even 
more of an inducement than our friends up 
the road. 
Because their special winter rate gets 
you a luxurious room with a beautiful view 
at a fine hotel out near tranquil Stanley 
Park. But our special winter rate gets you 
a luxurious room with a beautiful view at 
a fine hotel right in the heart oJ exciting 
downtown Vancouver. So you're steps--not 
taxi rides--from the city's best shopping, 
nightlife, restaurants, galleries, theatres and 
~ business addresses. And, be- 
v 7, t ~,~J'A cause our room rates are 
~ i priced a little lower than 
/ })["d I I the Bayshore's year-round, 
I ?  ~P I I I  one-third off oursis less 
~ Ir~ expensive than one- 
/',~ ~ l [ l l l~q  I~ third off theirs. Come dls- 
L ~ I, cover Vancouver in winter; 
~ {I The only thlng off-season' 
about us is the price! 
VANCOUVER / Ill  
655 Burrard Street 1 ~ '~ l  III ~--'~--~ \ 
Vancouver BC .~ ~ 1  I11 ~-.~1 \ v0c2.7 / /~ j~~~. \  
w°dd'wOC~ and '°tl4re" ~ ~ .  ~t  
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I I 1 • . CROSSWC RD 
¥o.ur lnd,v,dual . . . . .  
Franc. Drak,  I. profe.io:et ,S:t:, fli: 
ARIES 19) t '~Z~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
The course of true love runs 
smoothly as long as you don't 
overdo. A health upset could 
spoil what promises to be a 
good time, 
TAURUS 20)U~ 
(Apr, 20 to May 
Family projects bring 
contentment, hough a child 
may be troubled or ill-at-ease. 
Do your best to make all 
concerned comfnrtaHe. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20)11 
The keynote is sharing. 
Letting others know what you 
feel and think is the best way. 
to further closeness. Don't be 
remote 
CANCER 
,{June 21 to July 22) ~1~:~ 
If you want some extra 
income, use leisure time to 
find a means. Nothing stops 
you now re efficiency at t,~sks. 
LEO Pt .-C~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) t / ~  
You'll make a favorable 
impression on others now. 
Stress charm and exchange 
ideas. Avoid pompousness or a 
know-it-all attitude. 
SATUliDA¥. 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nF"~.  
Privacy abets romance. 
You'll find ways to make 
home more cozy. Be a good 
observer. Insights gained now 
help you out later. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to'OCt. 22)~& 
Local visits with friends are 
pleasurable. Amidst the 
chatter and merriment, 
though, you could turn 
serious-minded. Don't turn 
off. 
sco io m,J  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Charm and personality a
factor' in business dealings 
now. Don't let a friend's 
negative attitude diminish 
your enthusiasm. 
SAGITrARIUS K# ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
A business or romantic 
opportunity nta distance may 
present i self. Be npon-minded 
and listen. Don't be so quick to 
get cold feet. 
CAPRICORN 19) '~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 
A time when silence apoak~ 
more than words. Know your 
inner thoughts, but don't 
express them at a time when 
you should flow with your 
feelings. 
• SUNDAY, 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)~.~ 
A very hospitable social 
occasion also lends itself to 
romance. Enjoy the company 
of friends, loved ones and 
aequaintances. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 
Empathize with others, but 
don't be so quick to point out 
others' timitstions, esp. if 
they're not ready to face up to 
them.. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
more inclined to the 
professions than business• 
Law, medicine, public ser- 
vice, religion, psychology, 
teaching, and scientific 
research are some of th~ fields 
which would put to good use 
your fine mental gifts. Often 
you choose an artistic medium 
through which to express your 
individuality. Music, acting, 
painting, and writing would 
bring you much happiness. 
Your greatest success comes 
when you develop a lighter 
touch and learn not to take 
yourself so seriously. Bir- 
thdato of: Richard Burton, 
actor; J .P .  Marquand, 
novelist; nnd Tommy Dorsey, 
bandleader. 
I 
del -- 
13 Continent 
~4 Winged 
15 Signal after 
an air raid 
17 State of 
Venezuela 
18 Bonneville 
and Hoover 
19 Imagination 
20 Copycats 
22 Dylan 
Thomas 
product 
24 Center 
25 O.K. 
29 Also 
30 Unadorned 
31 Regret 
32 Versatile 
34 Dispatched 
35 A base, with 
36 Aqross I~.IM]OIS I L [OlY I SIAIG IA] 
36 See 35 Across IFI61RIEIEII~IEIOIBIO L 
37 Reverence IT IOISISIR E SIMIUISI~J 
40 Smudge 9-7 
41 Among Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
4S Visit 8 Deti the - of 
socially purchase these is 
49 Bellicose 9 -- Bator charity" 
deity 10 Grape refuse 2'/English 
50 Clothes 11 Beseech .,ooet Leigh 
51" -  for the le Show 28 Piaee for 
Seesaw" concern a beret 
DOWN 19 Plant with.- 30 Indigent 
1 Time period fronds 33 -- Scholar 
2 "Diamond --" 20 Proceedings 3l What lento 
3 Foolish 21 Group of means 
talk riders 36 Mails 
Avg. solution time: ~ rain. 31 "The night 
jSILIAP IS IA IP INIE IWIT I  -- thousand 
C~_I_OIMIOIPIAIR IAIL IOIEI  eyes..." 
~-BIE IL IO~IOID IE IN IT I  ~ General 
Bradley 
39 Goddess 
of victory 
40 Heavy blow 
ISIAICIRIA~IEINITIOI i i i (colloq.) 
TIOIMIBIOIVISITIEII~I .4z Skin 
43 Card game 
44 Author: 
-- Wallace 
• 45 Sign of 
the zodiac 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
You'll have a good time 
romantically if you can avoid 
conflicts about sex or money. 
Be dependable when faced by 
other's erraticism. 
TAURUS ~. .  
(Apr. 20 to May20) 
Don't let a problem at home 
cause tension between loved 
-nes. A change of plans 
r.'edn't be traumatic. Be 
supportive. 
GEMINI ! I~"  
(May 21 to June 20) "5 ~ 
Nervous tension could mar 
work productivity. Talking 
things over with close ones 
will help you get it together. 
Protect health. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~ I~ 
Don't rebe l  against 
limitations. If you've been 
spending too much money on 
good times, trim expenses 
without pouting about it. 
LEO f~:~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
Don't snap at family 
members. Get in touch with 
your creativity, and find 
constructive outlets for the 
need to express yourself, 
(Aug. 23 to ~ept. 
• You may have difficulty' 
saying whaS's really bothering 
you. Instead" of dwelling on 
problems, get extra rest and 
relaxation. 
LIBRA 
(.Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ~ffi~*'~ 
Social ife is lively, but you 
could get upset abeut ex. 
pensos. One friend's nttitude 
towards money may irk you. 
Stay clear of dissension. 
SCORPIO ' t~  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
You're anxious to make 
career progress, but right now 
you may be in too much of a 
hurry. Stay away from ill. 
conceived or premature ac- 
tion. ... ,; 
.... s~- t~mUs ' ....... ~ : , : .~  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ~ ~g'P" 
Don't fret about 
unavoidable d lays. Enjoy the 
company of friends and make 
the most of any given 
moment. Adaptability needed. 
CAPRICORN 19) '~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 
A plan involving joint assets 
or business is subject to 
change. If your idea is good, it 
still will be good another day, 
HONDAY 
AQU/,RIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~.~ 
It may be hard to keep 
everyone pleased now. Mates 
or close ones need your special 
attention. Be sure to' include 
them in your activities. 
PISCES 20, ~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 
Don't fight with others about 
what alls you. If not feeling 
well, get proper medical at- 
tention. A close one is a 
soothing influence. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
idealistic, inventive, and high- 
st~ng. Your greatest uccess 
comes when you learn how to 
make practical realities out of 
your ideals. Do not let 
financial considerations cause' 
you to sell out on your talents. 
You have unusual and unique 
viewpoints and can make a 
profound impact on the world 
at large in art, science, or 
humanitarian pursuits. I,earn 
to trust your intuition and find 
a career that reflects inner 
aspirations. Music, sculpture, 
engineering, chemistry, 
literature, theater and politics 
are some of the fields in which 
you'll succeed. 
@ 
ARIES 19) I~Z~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Balance mental and 
physical well-being. Sports 
and exercise may be the best 
way to ward off a bout with 
nervous tension. 
TAURUS 20) ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 
Go ahead with that domestic 
plan. Possible difficulty in 
understanding a child or 
getting your point across. 
Watch excess pending. 
GEMINI 
IMay 21 to June 20) !I 
Your tongue is !ike a rapier 
-- don't hurt others with 
caustic remarks, esp. those 
you care for. Possible 
domestic tension, 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~ 
l,lttle things about work are 
liable to get to you after 
working hours. If you think 
about it, there's no need to fret 
so much, 
I,EO 
I July 23 to Aug. 22) J i~  
You'll want your own way 
now, but will have to com- 
promise to get along better 
with others. A child's spending 
habits may get to you. 
VlRGO msl t  [ ~,  
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ~ '~.  
Avoid uelf-destructive 
thinking, A cool head is 
needed, which is best achieved 
by nut letting patty problems 
upset yon, 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to OCt. 22) "rt '~ ~ 
Make sure your mind knows 
what your heart is feeling, 
Inner worries could cause you 
to speak lll-advisediy, Or to 
feign indifference. 
SCORPIO m,A . 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 7.1) 
Career progress indicated, 
but small irritatious could 
arise among friends. Your 
reactions to small things could 
be out of proportion. 
SAGI'FrARIUS )t,q~; ~
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Take the first step in con- 
tacting those who might help 
you.Watch your tongue in 
career dealings. Don't let the 
cat out of the bag. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Watch a tendency to be 
critical. Why find fault If 
you're not truly concerned. 
People of differing opinions 
needn't bother you. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Don't be dictatorial with 
close ones. Be careful in 
financial dealings, esp. with 
friends. Wait for another time 
to sign papers. 
PISS= 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Not the best time to bring 
office problems home with 
you. Be considerate of the 
needs of close ones to get away 
from it all, 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
flair for self-expresslon and 
can win others to your point of 
view. You're apt to ex- 
perlment before settling on a 
career, though you have 
.natural affinity for beth art 
~nd science. In particular, 
acting, design, medicine, and 
literature are fields in which 
you'd find happiness. Your 
articulate manner serves you 
well in business, where you 
can succeed in advertising, 
public relations, publishing,. 
education and law. Your 
greatest success comes when 
you learn from experience. 
Birthdate of: Grace Kelly, 
.%, I 
1oll NN"I I 
24 I 26  27 28  
29  ~30 I 31 
CRYPTOQUIP 9-7 
GI I  MEPBCUPM MEGDISE  MEPBCSB 
U IB  KC JEPDS MJDCKEM 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp-- FINAL COMPETENCE IS VITAL 
RECOMPENSE FOR PERSEVERANCE. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: K equal] P
The CryptoqMp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Sin.gle letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can gwe you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
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Wasn't a Party ' " -  i!iJ~,d~;i • :: ' %i~!! " 
To His Birthday I ii  -Pm I 
By Abigail Van Buren i ~  - - - - ' "  - - - a I I  ~,;i:.; " [~eo~.-~5- -  I 
~' 11)70 by Chicago Tllbunl~N.Y, N |~I  eyed,  I~ .  I ~ ~ ' ~ : "  I : 
DEAR ABBY: My husb•nd recently had a birthday. His: 
ex.wife and children invited him aver for dinner and • birth- 
day celebration. I was excluded. He accepted and I was left. 
• lone for the evening. 
I believe that what he did was inconsiderate and unfair to 
me. He could have invited his children ever to celebrate his 
birthday with us, or arranged to do something wit5 thereat 
another time. 
What do you think? 
HURT 
DEAR HURT: I don't blame you for feeimg hurt. Next 
year start early to plan • speelal blrtlul•y celebratlon for 
your husband. Awkward situations uch as thls l lm~t  
always arise when a woman m~ries • divorced man with • 
"first family." It's unfair to "No. 2," hut it usually comes 
wlth the territory. 
DEAR ABBY: Eight years ago I married a fine man. 
.(Second marriage for both of us.) I moved to my husband's 
town and met his friends. His best friend is a mort(elan (mar- 
ried) who keeps making passes at me. Whenever we are 
together in a group, he manages to ask me quietly if I will 
meet him somewhere. I have told him repeatedly I'm not in- 
terested in anything like that, but he persists, He and his 
wife and my husband and I are a frequent foursome, and we 
enjoy each other's company. 
I have never mentioned this to my husband because so far 
it's harmless, and besides it's not worth jeopardizing the 
present good relations we two couples enjoy. 
Abby, the thought hat drives me up the wall is this: when 
I die, I know my husband will sail on this mortician do the 
"honors" (as he did with his first wife), and I eannot bear the 
thought of it! 
This situation does have its humorous •spears, but never- 
thelcss it is disturbing to me. If I were 22 and in per[eet 
health maybe I wouldn't fee! so panicky, but rm not. 
I am going to arrange my funeral with another under. 
taker, but what do I tell my husband? He'll be •stonisbed 
that I didn't take my business to his friend. 
SERIOUS IN CONN., 
DEAR SERIOUS: Don't tell' yam" husband anything, 
Simply leave Instructions with your lawyer, physician, 
clergyman and • few close relatives. Yo• may outlive your 
bushaml AND the mortlcimm. Or decide on immediate 
cremation. That way the mortician wouldn't get to lay a 
hand on you, dead or alive, 
DEAR ABBY: SOFT TOUCH, the mother who couldn't get 
her grown chiidren to repay the money.they borrowed from 
her, should have given them "soft terms." That s What we 
did. 
When our. two married sons needed grubstakes to buy 
homes, Dad and I g•ve them longer terms at lower interest 
than any professional lender would h•ve given • couple of 
penniless kids. 
We made them sign I0U notes, telling them that their 
notes were part of our estate, so that other heirs would not 
be cheated in e•se of our unexpected deaths. 
Their payments to us are small-but regular. We "feel that 
this is as import•nt a part of their character t aining •s their 
Boy Scout d•ys were. 
BANKER'S WIFE 
CONFIDENTIAL TO C.K, IN INTERNATIONAL 
FALLS, MINN.: Victor Hugo said, "i 'o reform • man you 
must begin with his grandmother." But sines that Is Jm. 
possible, let no scurrilous or insulting remark •bout any , 
ethnic group go unchallenged. 
• By stan Lee and John Romita 
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MEN'S MEN'S 
DRESS HOSE SCRUB JEANS 
100. percent Nylon Antron. " " i Size 26.38 
' ' ~': .Regular p, rrce $1.41 "' ~" -~ ~b: (' :: . i  Regular  price $23;83 
~: '.', ,: :,; Z I , l ' J ' , a  ;;0'/. %10 .',~l~., : : ; ' I  , . , . "  . , 
: i  .. ' r  . . . .  f: o, .I 
SATURDAY ONLY SATURDAY ONLY 
i par  . ~.,, ,~., g pair 
4 , . ~ | ,  
DOWNFILLED ' LAUNDRY SOAP TOOTHPASTE 
WORK VEST ..~, 
Reversible 6 Lltre box 1SO m L 
Regular price $22.88 Regular price $3.47 Regular price $1.77 
"T158.-81 2' '  99 c ONLY ONLY  I box ONLY  
i i ii 
[SAVE 29%[ I SAVE 4o%1 
PLUSH PHENTEX 
OHECKERED BEARS MACRAME CORD 
30" Tall 300 Feet assorted colors 
Regular price $6.99 Regular price $~.39 
SATURDAY ONLY SATURDAY ONLY 
99 66 
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REMEMBRANCE DAY 
alone inn field 
Lying in their coffins sealed 
The men were dying 
The women were crying 
The poppies did grow 
Both high and low 
Throughout Flender's Field 
Where men had died 
For their country's pride 
Throughout our world so wide. 
Teddy Rowland 
1976 
TERRACE DRUGS 
3207 Kalm 
635-7274 
LAKELSE PHARMACY 
4717 Lakelse 
635-7263 
8010 Kalum 
AN HIlgil AIRMAN FORESEES HIS DEATH 
I know that I shall meet my fate 
Somewhere among the clouds above; 
Tanse that I fight I do not hate, 
Those that I guard I do not love; 
My country is Klltarten Cross, 
My coant~/men Kiltartan's poor, 
No likely end could bring them loss 
Or leave them happier than before. 
Nor law, nor duty bade me fight, 
Nor public men, nor cheering crowds, 
A lonely impulse of dalight 
Drove to this tumult in the clouds; 
I balanced all, brought all to mind, 
The years to come seemed waste of breath, 
A waste of breath the years behind 
In balance with this life, this death. 
W.B. YEATS 
Swifty Mufflers 
Phone 638-1991 
,.. 
f 
ii, 
TERRACE 
CHRYSLER 
LardJL~ . '~".,.~.'.  ~.1/1~ 
REMEMBRANCE. DAY 
Silence has covered the fields where once the men did fight. 
Poppies have covered the graveyards where there once was 
a horrible sight. 
"Do you remember?" tha people say, 
"Do you remember thkt ~odoun day, 
When peace fell on this ~aY at last, 
When all the fighting was in the past, 
Where once there were guns in every hand, 
There Is now a peaceful and glorious land." 
Sharon Scaton 
4916 W. 16  -7i07 
i 
I: 
7 
H 
GREATER LOVE 
Red lips are notso red 
As the stained stones kissed by the English dead. 
Kindness of wooed and wooer 
Seems shame to their love pure. 
0 Love, your eyes lose lure 
When I behold eyes blinded in my stead! 
Your slender attitude 
Trembles not exquisite like limbs knife-skewed, 
Rolling and rolling there 
Where God seems not to care; 
Till the fierce love they bear 
Cramps them in .death's extreme decrepitude. 
Your voice sings not so soft,-- 
Though even as wind murmuring through raftered loft,- 
Your dear voice ie not dear,, 
Gentle, and eve~ clear, 
As theirs whom none now hear, 
Now earth as stopped their piteous mouths that coughed. 
Heart, you were nevur hot 
Nor large, nor full like hearts made great with shot; 
And though your hand be pale, 
Paler are all which trail 
Your crees throngh flame and haft: 
Weep, you may weep, for you may touch them not. 
WILFRED OWEN 
F INNING 
462i Keith Road, Terrace. Telephone 635-7144 
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SUNDAY, NOVEMBER llth 
/ 
10:30  A.M. 
Parade forms at the Safeway Parking Lot - 
North East Corner. 
Parade Marshall: Comrade H. BarS. 
10:39 A.M. 
The Parade marches off to the TUlicum Theatre. 
IN THE TILLICUM THEATRE 
10:49 A.M, 
O~ening Prayer by Rev. Capt. DAvid W. 
Thompson 
10:54 A,M, - O CANADA 
"O Canada,  our  home and native land , 
True ~t r to t  l.ove In al l  thy s..ons eommana. .  
With glowing..nearB we s~efrmee 7 nse,  . .  
The hue  north strong ana  ~r , 
And stand on ~.d ,  0 Canada, 
We stand on guard for 
O Canada,  glorious and free~ 
We stand on guard,  we  stand.re, gt~tr, d for thee 
o canada, we ons.uaro xor .... 
10:56 A.M. 
Hymn - "Abide With Me" 
Abide with me; last falls the eventide; 
The darkness deepenskLord~ with me abide; 
When other beliers fan; ann comforts flee, 
Help of the helpless, 0 aniae with me. • 
Swift to its close ebbs out life's little day; 
Earth's joyp_ row dim, its glories pass..&way; 
Change and ¢~ay in all around I ~e'e~ ":'/~:, 
O thou, who ehangest not, abide with me. 
Hold thou thy cress before my dosing eyes;_ 
Shine throngh the gloom, andpoint me to the 
skies; 
Heaven's morning breaks, and earth's vain 
shadows flee; 
In life, in death, 0 LORD, abide with me. 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch No, 13 
, Remembrance  
Program 
ll:OZ A.M. - Buglers Reveille. 
Lament - Jee Burke 
Address by Rev. Capt. David W. Thompson. 
Message by .President Mary A nn nurdett 
Hymn- "0' GOd Our Help in Ages Past" 
0 GOD, our help in ages past, 
Our hol~. for years to come, 
Our shelter  u*om me stormy blast, 
And our etem~.homet, .
Time, iike~!iG: an L "ever-rolling stream, 
Bears ~11 its sons away; 
Than fly, forgo ttan, as a dream 
Dies at the opening- day. 
0 GOD, our 5elp in ages past, 
Our hope for years to come.' . . . .  
Be thou our guara wnile ~roumes rest, 
And our eternal home! 
11:00 A,M, - Last Post 
"They shall 8row not old, as we that are left grow 
At the going down of the sun and in the morning, 
We will remember them." 
God Save The Queen 
CENOTAPH SERVICE 
Following the service in the theatre the parade 
will re-form in front of the theatre and pr~to~'  
the Cen0~hte~t~AaYJ~B~of the ~t~. , .~ .  :~ ,~':~,::, 
Laying of the wreaths. 
Prayer  by Rev. Capt, Davkl  W. Thompson 
Parade  return in forming up point. 
Caledonia Senior Secondary High School Band in 
Attendance. 
I.: 
- -  It seemed that out of battle I escaped 
Down some profound ull t .m~,  1o~ since .sc~_ pod 
Throt~h granites which tltamlc wars Im.~ ! ~omm. 
Yet also there eneumi~¢ea meepers groanm, 
Too fact In thought or death to be bestirred.. 
Then, as I probed them, one sprang up, and stared 
With plteous ~f ton  in fixed eyes, 
Lifting distremful hands ItS if to M.e~ ' .
S t rHp  And by Ms emile, I knew that sullen au, 
By his dead emile I knew we stood in Hell. 
With a thouse~d pains that vision's face was 8rained; Motile Yet no blood roaela~l tbo~'~om e upper .grouno, 
And no guns.thumpedior~.do, vm.the flues mane moan,. 
'Strange friend,' I said, 'here m no cause to mourn. 
'None,' eaid the other, 'save the undone years, 
- The hopelessness. Whatever hope is yours, 
Was my life also; I went hunting wild 
After the wildest beauty in the worm, 
• " !which lies not calm in eyes, or braided bah', 
:,,: ' But mocks the steady running of the hour, 
-v., And if It grisvsa, grieves ricldier than here. 
':~;"For of my glee might many men have langhnd, 
, :~  And of my ,weeping something bad been left, 
Which must die now, I mean the truth untold, 
The idty of war, the pity war distilled. 
Now men will go content with what we spilled, 
Or disoontent, boll bloody, and be dpilleu. 
~Itey will be swift with swiftness of the tigress. 
None will break ranks, thouOh nations trek from progress. 
Courage was mine, and .l.had mystery, 
Wisdom was mine, and 1 naa mastery; ..  
To mien the march of this retreating worta 
~ .'~ % Into vain eltedele that are not walled. 
~ /~**. Then, when much blood had clogged their chariot-wheels, 
~?$. ~ I would go up and wash them from sweet wells, 
Even with truths that lie too deep for, taint. 
I would lmve poured my spirit without etint 
But not throui|h wounds; no.t on the cees of w.ur. • 
Foreheads ofman have bled where no woanus were. 
I am the enemy ou killed, my friend. 
I ksew you in this dark: for so you frowned 
Yesterday throngh me as you Jabbed and killed. 
I parried; but my bands were loath and cold. 
Let us sleep now .... WILFRED OWEN 
TERRACE INTERNATIONAL TRUCK & EiIUIPMENT 
5020 Hllitway 16 635-7211 
rotor T 
ELKER 
AUTO 
SUPPLY 
LTD, 
IN FLANDER9 FIELD8 
In Fiandors fields the poppies blow 
Between the crosses, row on row 
That mark our place; and in the sky 
The larks, still bravely singing, fly 
Snares heard amid the guns below. 
We are the Dead. Short days ago 
We lived, felt 'dawn, saw sunset glow, ' 
Loved and were loved, and no w we lie 
In Flandsrs fields, : 
Take up our quarrel with the foe: 
To you from faWng hands we throw 
The torch; be yours to hold it high. 
If ye break faith with us who die 
We shaft not sleep, though poppies grow 
In Flanders fields. 
JOHN MCHAE 
died in Base Hospital, 1918 
4736 tazelle 635-2218 
, Arms And The Boy. 
the boy try along this bayonet-blade 
How cold steel Is, and keen with hunger of blood; 
Blue with all malice, like madman's flash; 
And thinly drawn with famishing for flesh. 
L~d him to stroke these blind, blunt bullet-heads 
Which long to nuzzle in the hearts of lads, 
Or give him cartridges of fine zinc teeth, ' 
Sharp with the sharpness of grief and death. 
For his teeth seem for laughing round an apple. 
There lurk no claws behind his fingers upple; 
And God will growno talons at his heels, 
Nor antlers through the thickness of his curls. 
WILFRED OWEN 
4736 Lakolse Phone 636-7977 
Hales CabiWS ,,,o.~.,-,.. 635-5455 
'~-,~' .~b~:~. I ' L,r;'. '. ':, ~ 9~:. ' ~ ', :."/ 
WHAT I EXPECTED 
What I expected was 
Thunder, fighting, 
Long straggles with men 
And climbing, 
After continual straining 
I should ~'ow strong; 
Then the rocks would shake 
And I should rest long. 
What I had not foreseen 
Was the gradual day 
Weakening the will 
L~..akin8 the brightness away, 
The lack of good to touch 
The fading of body and soul 
Like smoke before wind 
Corrupt, unsubstantial. 
. . . .  ~" , : .~ ; , ,~Tbe ~m~a~ of 'time, 
,..It: ~|~l.. tll~..watching of cripples pass 
,~:,,:., ,.~Wl~h li~kLs shaped llke questions 
~ :.~ d~. ~.~Id twist, 
:,., .ThQ,".~;-~ous grief 
M,dL{~e bonus with pity, 
The elql; falling from earth-  
, Theee~¢ould not foresee. 
For .I bad expected always 
Some laAghtneus tohold in trust, 
Some final innocence 
To save from dust; 
That, hanging solid, 
Would dangle through all 
Like the created poem 
Or the dazzling erystel. 
STEPHEN SPENDER 
Lest 
We 
Forget 
• '~":/"! ' r~ , 
L .  ~.: ,~,y 
F. 
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TOTEM 
FURNITURE 
LTD, 
Today's Freedom Was Won Yesterday 
It was those millions of men who died for us 
Freedom was important so they thonght of us 
On November 11th on the eleventh our 
We all sit still and remember their power , 
They had a choice to fight or summder 
This is one important thing we must remember. 
Betty Ruygrok 
1976 
4607 Lakelse 635-5810 
WlLKIHSON 
BUSIli[SS 
WCHIHES 
and 
OFFICE 
• FUWIURE 
4607 Lakolse 
635-5810 
"A CAMP IN THE PRUSSIAN FOREST" 
I walk beside the prisoners to the road, 
Load on puffed load, 
Theh" corpses, stacked like sodden wood, 
Ue barred or galled with blood. 
By the chari'ed warehouse. No one came today, 
In the old way 
To knock the f i l l~s from their teeth, 
The dark coned, common wreath. 
Is plaited for their grave-a kind of grief, 
The living leaf, 
Clinp to the planted profitable, 
Pine ff It is able. 
The bougba eliot, mile on green, calm, breathing mile 
From this dead file, 
The planners ruled for them...One year, 
They sent a million here .... 
ALEX F. 
FREEDOM: 
MAN-MAnE NOT GOD-GIVEN! 
O 
Phone 635-6111 
4643 Park RESTAURANT 
HI 
ON WAR 
@ 
Wash your hands, War. 
They're dirty. You torment, you bleed, you reek of 
The pains and cries of a million forgotten men. 
You dance and kick and throw your head with glee. Voom] 
You're not so grund--no, not all. 
Wash your hands, War. 
Don't hey bother you? Can you bear to look and to.uc.h 
Them day after day? I could not, I would not-nor ff i 
Were you. 
I'm told that you do some good for the world. They say 
You make men of mica; they say you strengthen, unite, 
Arouse the cause for protection of a common right. 
Maybe you do. 
But you take young husbands from their wives and babies 
Never to return ngain, 
You summon the best we have to offer, promising perhaps 
To soon return. 
They seldom do. 
You caused to be destroyed arts and wonders of centuries 
Sweat, Long tortuous hours of creation, and ago.ny .m~n 
Nothing to you. You tear them to wnorle~ mwem w~mm 
The wink of an eye. 
Have you a mirror, War? 
Do you look into it each day? See you the once starry- 
Eyed maiden whose lover you took away? See you the 
gra.yinS 
Old mother who wrings her hands, rocks, rocks, and prays 
That she may see her son in her old age? See you me 
Dying babe whose yes roll around in their sockets and 
Whose tiny stomach contracts and rumbles with pangs of 
Hunger? His wretched mother lies beside him. Her 
IVIllklees breasts heave with discontent; she dies, her 
Qfild dies. War, see you all of this. 
Wash your hands, War. 
Oh, how great he effort o get hem clean. 
Wash for eternity. Wash with all the soaps and waters 
Of ages to cornel You fail! 
You'll never get them clean, War--no, not now, or dYer 
Or even after that. You'll never--your effort's 
Wasted. War. CRYSTAL WILGORE 
MacGiLLIS & GIBBS CO. (BC) LTD. 
4656 Keith Avenue 635-2277 
\ 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words Or less $2.00 per In. 
eartlon. Over 20 wOrds S cents 
.per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
1~1.50 per laser tton. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed 
has been set. 
CORREC1 IONS: 
Must be made before second 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
~1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge !5.00 per In. 
eartlon, 
LEGAL • POLITICAL ind 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
~73.60 per column Inch. 
BUSI NESS PERSONALS: ,,oo per ,,ne per month 
Ona 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DIS P LAY: 
4:00 p.m. g days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
11:00 a.m. on day prevlous to day 
of publlcMlen Monday to Friday., 
ALl. CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other thsn 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISNED ACCOUNT. 
Service chergl of IS,00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDINg DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charoe provided news sub. 
miffed within one month. !5.00 
productlon charge for wadding 
and.or engagement plctures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
Mtor event 1710.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sub ect a t°d- 
condonsetlon. Payable In 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.$0 
Marriages 5.$0 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5,50 
Cards Of Thanks S.50 
Memorlal Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Clessifled Aclvertlslng Dept. 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October h 1978 
Single Copy 20¢ 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth. 25.00 
By Mall I yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr, 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year ~6.00 
BOX 39% Terrace, E.C. 
VeG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dtstrlct 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635-6357 
Klflmet & Dlsh'Ict 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the rlght 
toclssslfy ads under appropriate 
headlngs and to set rates 
~orefore and to determlne page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the rlghl 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any 8dvertlsoment and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Hersld BOx Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
thr the advertisement and box 
rental. 
BOX replles on "Hold" In- 
structlons not plcked up wlthln 10 
days of expiry Of an ed. 
verflsement will be destroyed 
unless malllng Instructions are' 
received. Those answerlng BOX 
Numbers ere requested not to 
send originals of dOCuments to 
avoid loss. 
All clalms of errors In ad'. 
vertlsemants must be recelved 
by the publisher wlthln 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In lhe event of 
an error appearing In the ed- 
vertisoment es published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertlsor for only one In. 
correct Inurtlon for the portion 
of the advertlslng ~pece occupied 
by the Incorrect or omlffed Item 
anly, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertlsoments must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertlsln.g that 
discriminates agalnsv any 
person because of his race, 
religlen, sex, color, naflonallty, 
ancestry or place or erlgln, or 
because his age la bafwesn 44 
and 65 years, unlell the condition 
Is iustlfled by a bone tlde 
requirement for the work In. 
valved. 
C 0 M M U-N.I.TY, 
SERVICES. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.3747 
or 635.3023 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meats Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635.4427 after 6:38 p.m. 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? Call Birthright 635. 
;3907 Nbr. 3.4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 a.m. • 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:38 a.m. - 5 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m. • 9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m..  10 p.m. or Call 
635-3164 or 635-5136 anytime. 
SKEENACENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TOTHE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In • friendly 
Drop.in Centre 
atmosphere 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.4646 
635.9052 
638-1514 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meetings: 
Mon.B:30pm United Church. 
Man. 8 p.m.-Alanon.Skeena 
Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30p.m. Mille 
Memorial Heapltal. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
/b~onday evening. 6:30 p.m. - 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmet. 
Women's A.A. Meetings - 
every Tuesday night at 7:30 - 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-51,8. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furnlture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memor ia l  Hospltel 
Auxil iary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thri ft  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.6320 or 635- 
5233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet- 
wean 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other act iv i t ies,  please 
phone 635.2265 and ask for 
Skesna Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 em and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
Kltlmet A.A. Construction CENTRE 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone -a support service 
632.3713. for women. 
ME ETI NGS: 4711 Loselkl Ave. 
Monday. Step Meetings 0:30 behind Tifflcum Theatre 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 638-5145 
Wednesdays Closed Drop In: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Meetings 0:30 p.m. United Mon.-Thurs. 10a.m..4p.m. 
Church. Friday. We offer a com. 
Fridays • Open Meetings fortable : relaxed at- 
8:30 p.m. Skeana Health mosphere to meet and share 
Unit, K l t lmat  General Ideas. Chlldren are welcome. 
Hospital. EVENING PROGRAMS: 
AJ-Anon Meetings - Tuesday 7:30pm Tuesdays.Women's 
- 8 p.m. United Church. A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
Status of Woman. 2nd 
Rape Relief Wednesday - single parents 
Abortion Counselling (led by a single father. 3rd 
& Crisis Linefor Wednesday . Men and 
Women Woman's Rap. Thursdays - 
63141314 Woman's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON• 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30. 3:50 pro. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elgin., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. BebysItters 
who bring children must 
have parents' wrlflen con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 pro. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon I
• 2pm. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their femlly doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V2 - S yrs. 
(pre.klndergerten): Spring 
blitz. DevolopmentBh vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pplntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment.  
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
poloonlngs end complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water  supplies end 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held et 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel.: 
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
communi ty  health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist  wi l l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
SERVICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
cnnsultant. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lezelle Avenue. 
The regular meeting of the 
Catholic Women's League of 
Terrace wil l  be hold on 
Wednesday, Nov. 1,1th , 1979, 
following 7:30 Mass In the 
church meeting room. All 
members and any Interested 
newcomers are cordial ly: 
Invited to attend. 
NC.14N 
Skanna Val ley Golf and 
Country Club Annual 
.General Meeting. An elec. 
tlon of Officers will be held 
Yerrace Figure Skating Club 
wil l  be holding a Craft and 
Bake Sale.. Saturday, 
November 17 10:00.4:00 p.m. 
at the Skeona Mall NC:16N 
E 
The Salvation ArmY. 1979 
Annual Smorgasbord ,Sat .  
Nov 10 3.7 p.m.The salvation 
Army, 4637 Welsh Avenue. 
NC.9N 
Caveat Players 
Verltes Hall '. 
Saturday, November 10, 
1979. Time: 2:00 p.m..-4:00 
p.m. All grade 8.•12's 
welcome. 
Nc--gN 
The regular  monthly 
meeting of the pacif ic 
Northwest Music Festival 
wil l  be held November 13th 
at 8:00 p.m. at 4741 Loon. 
Anyone Interested In at. 
tending wil l  be more than 
welcome. 
NC.13N 
You are all Invltnd to a Tea 
and Bazaar (end coffee too) 
which will be held by the 
Cantennlet Christian .School 
booster Club, November 10 
from 2:00.,7:00 at the COn- 
tennlBI Christ ian School 
(corner of Sparks and 
Strelme). Some features will 
be home baking flshpond 
games and handmade Items. 
NC-.9 N 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc•23N) 
Rebokeh Lodge Annual Tea'  
and Bazaar, Sat;, Nov 10- 
Oddfellows Hall,  3222 
Munrno St. 2.4 PM. (nc;10n) 
Ladles Aux i l ia ry  to the 
Royal Canadian Legion are 
holding a bake sole In the 
Skeane Mall Nov. 10, 1979 et 
10:00 e.m. 
NC 9 Nov. 
SEARS:  
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandlso 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3672 Dobls Street 
Phone 635-7824 
10a.m.- 2p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm-12-10-79) 
GEMINI  EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
£35.34N 
anytime 
(am.1-10.79) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply - -we  install 
638-1691 
(am.1-10.79) 
INSISTON: 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
632-3939 
(am.1-10.79) 
Filter Queen 
Sales and Service 
635-7096 : ~: " ', 
PS-9N ~ : • 
COLLIER EXCAVATING:. 
Beckhce Work 
on Wed. Nov. 14,1979 et 8 PM Ph~e 635-5340 after 6 p.m. 
In the Terrace Hotel. All (am.1.10.79) 
members are urged to at. 
tend. 
NC-9 
BAZAAR AND TEA 
The Order of the Royal 
Purple ladles Invite the 
public to their fall sale and 
tea. November 17 1:38 P.M.-. 
4:00 P.M. In the new Elk's 
Home 2822 Tetrault Street. 
NC--17 November 
2nd Kltsumkelum Gir l  
Guides are holding a White 
Elephant Sale saturday Nov. 
17 at Upland Elementary In 
the Gymnasium for 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. 
NC 16 N 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
A black male cat with large 
gold eyes, In Copperslde 
area. Ph 638.8257 
C2-9N 
National record distributor 
requires part-time soles rap. 
to service established ac- 
counts In Terrace.Kltimat• 
Prince Rupert eras. Write 
Box 1226 DO The Dally 
Herald. 3212 Kalum. 
C.S- t 4 N 
Pre.School  Superv isor  
wanted for Terrece Day 
Care. Call 638-1171, 635.2243 
CFTN. 1.11.79 
Wanted immediately: front 
desk clerk..wlth .knowledge 
of bookkeeplng plus ex. 
parlance. Please apply In 
person to Lakelse Motor 
Hotel. 
Cffn.9-11.79 
SOCIAL WORKER 
HAZELTON 
$1,649.SI,925 
For Provincial Ministry of 
Human Resources, to carry 
a caseload Involving 
counsolllng, child protection, 
Income eselstance, adoption, 
etc; to Ilaso with community 
groups end maintain related 
records; to act as witness In 
Juvenile and Family Court 
as required. Master of social 
work degree and some 
related experience In 
counselling-administration, 
or acceptable combination of 
education end experience. 
May be required to use own 
car on expenses. 
Lesser qualified cendldetes 
may be considered at lower 
salary. Northern allowance 
Is also paid. 
Canadian citizens are given 
preference. 
OI0tsln applications from the 
Government Agent, 4606 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
VaG 1P5, and return to the  
Public service Commission, 
3rd Floor,  1011 Fourth 
Avenue, Prince George, V2L 
3H9 by Nov. 21, 1979 Com. 
petition 79:2812 
A1.9N 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Avon representatives "to 
work In the following areas. 
1) Copperslde Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Westvlew area. 
PIs call Norms at 635.7496 
t .  
CTFN 2.20'.79 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
GETT ING D INGY 
LOOKI NG? If they are, have 
them pro fess iona l ly  
resprayed. Call Earl at 635. 
27"/8. (c40.12D) 
BACKHOE 
• for 
HIRE 
Phone 
632-6454 
635-6757 
(ctfn.2-10.79) 
Contractor  avel lable for 
• A i r '  "For Safer Living. Fuel Economy'S Cleaner 
• CHIMNEYS . BOILERS'e  
• FURNACES • • AIR DUCTS eFIREPLACES" 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES  
CANADALTD.  
Serwces  Dwision 
Specialists In power.vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635.5~9~ 
Klilmat, B.C. V0C 11<5 .632.2466 
Four studded snow tires size 
G 78X15, a yr  old. Phone 635• 
3216. 
P2-5,9 Nov. 
• Snowmobile for sale '76 
Spolet with 340 Yamaha 
engine. Single Macouney 
carb. with cover tool kit. To 
view. Ph 632.3764 after 5 p.m. 
(::2.9 N 
For Sale: Sat of two 1OK gold 
heavy chain bracelets with 
spanish designed medallons. 
Appraised value $7000.00 set. 
Write Terrace Herald co Box 
1227. 
P$-14N 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall . 3222 
Munroe. For further In• 
formation phone 635.2794 or 
635.5661 (am.7.8.79.Tu,Fr) 
small remodel l ing and 410 John Deere Backhoe for 
construction lobs, Phone 638. fire. Phone 635.4081. (cm-5- 
3261. 10.79) 
CS.12 N 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywal l ,  stucco, t i le, 
linoleum. Free estimates. 
Phone 
638•1095 
Wanted Someone for 
housecleaning, one day a For Sale-120 Bass 
week. Preferably on Laplatanesl Accordlen. 
Fridays. Need own tran. Made In Italy, mother of 
sportstlon to Kleanza Drive. pearl and black trim, with 
Ph 635.2363 after 6:00 P.M. black carrying case. Like 
C5-13 Nov new. Ph 635-2722. 
1=3.14 N 
Distributor for Cake anU 
Pastry 
Sales manager  for Mrs. 
Williams Baking Co. will be 
!ntervlewlng Interested 
-.pertles November 1:1,14,15, 
1979, for cakes end pastry 
distribution In the Terrace. 
Kltlmat-Smlthers areas. We 
ere Interested In someone 
carrtylng related Ilnes...Own 
truck required. Please write 
to box 1225 C.O The Dally 
Herald 3212 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C.(In str ict 
confidence with particulars) 
C3.9 November. 
Salesman and service n~an 
required for a fast growlh~l 
Industrial Dealer shop. PIs 
mall Inquiry to PO Box 215. 
Telkwa B.C. 
C20.23 Nov 
CHEVRON CANADA LTD.  
Regulres a commission 
agent for our Terrace B~lk 
Plant. The cepltal In. 
vestment Is apx Sl,i0,000 with 
f inancing avai lable.  For 
more Into and to apply, pls 
'ceil B. Wallls, Vancouver 
~37-6016 between 0 and 4. 
AN INTERNATIONAL OIL 
CO. offers plenty of money 
plus cash bonuses, at home 
training for mature In. 
dlvldusl In Terrace area. 
Regardless of experience, 
wrtte S.B. Read,'  P~'es., 
Ti f fany Asphalt In. 
ternatloneh Box 696, Dayton, 
OhI0 45401- ':'. . . . .  :' 
A3.13. N 
': The : : '  
:':DAILY HERALD 
needs 
; CARRIERS 
: In the following areas: i 
, . .  Tbornhlll 
Cottonwood St., Empire 
St., paquette Ave., Kofoed • 
Deslardlnes, Kofoed 
Sharpies, River Dr , ,  
burgess - Laurler Ave, ;  
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newoll, Golf 
Course. 
Terrace 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Ager, 4700 Block Agar, 
Galr,  Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green, 4500 Block Grelg. 
If you are Intorested In one 
of these routes please 
phone: 635.6357 i 
between 9 am and 5 pro. I 
i 
Kltlmat i 
Yukon St., Quail • Sterllngl 
Streets, Oriole - Osprey i 
Streets. 
It Interested - -  phone Kelth 
at: 
632.2747 
l)nc.cffn) 
For Sale- a male Alaskan 
Malmute puppy. 8 weeks old. 
Excel lent show stock. 
Asking $250.00 Ph 638.1996 
after 5. 
C5.9 N 
Wanted to Buy.Batteries 
from old car and truck and 
cat. Top price paid. Will pick 
up. Ph 635.4735. 
1=20.30 Nov 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur• 
Large two bedroom home 
with third In completely 
finished basement. Features 
two glassed In fireplaces, 
built In dishwasher, covered 
back deck. Completely 
landscaped yard with garden 
space and greenhouse. 
House located In nice 
residential area In 
municipality on one lot with 
extra lot adjacent. Priced to 
sell. For appointment to 
view piss. ph 635,3205 
mornings. 
I=5-16 N 
Lot For SALE  Excellent 
large lot on 4516 Cedar 
Crescent. Ideal residential 
area with potsntlal view. 
$21,000. Contact 635-7696. 
CTFN-211-79 
Three bedroom home, 
bungalow style. Paved 
driveway, completely land. 
scaped, 14X14 workshop. 
Very clean and well math. 
ta lned home, Ph. 635.7455. 
P10-13 . Nov. 
For Sale by builder. Your 
choice of six homes. Prices 
reduced • For more In- 
formation pls call collect 
days.562.4114, evening,l•562- 
3697. 
CTFN.25 Oct 79 
HANDYMAN SPECIAL 
House and lot In Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smith or 
Jack Ambler at 635•7117 for 
further details. 
CTFN- 711;79 
Wanted to rent by family of 
four 3 Br. house with 
basement. Needed by Dec. 15 
1979. 
P7.9 Nov 
Two or three bedroom 
nlture such as couch, chair, house with large lot. In town 
Onezaro clearance f i replace,  table & chairs Phone 635- i . . , .  !, 1;~.,=1 preferred. For professional 
heatllator type. 36" Fide, 5417~ ,~,.,.,-,,- . . . .  , . . . . . .  : faml|y  with one child and 
with screen. Asking $295 dog. Ph 638.1772 
r FIRM. Ph 635-5979 C5.13 N 
C5-16N 
Brand new captain bed, 
chest of drawers, cabinet 
• with sliding doors, golf clubs, 
drapes, mlscellanous items. 
Ph 635.4226. 
P3.9 N 
For Rent available 15 Nov. 79 
1 furnished housekeeping 
room In basement, utilities 
Included. Male non.smoker 
pre fer red .  Re ference  
requested. $140.00 per 
month. Call 638.1401 after 5 
For sale- 150 gallon oll tan~. o.m. weekdays. 
30 to 40 gallons In tank. OII 
heater. Ph. 635.6738. 
P3.9 N 
"Rubber Boots for Dancing" 
and memories of pioneer life 
In the Bulkley Valley wrlffen 
by Nan Bourgon Is now on 
sale In Smlthers at Van's 
News, Western Drugs and 
Interor Stationary. 
C15.12 Nov) 
For Sale: Record player, 
small pool table (like new) 
baby's walker, potl.chalr, 
clip on table seat, rocker, 
play seat, warmer dish (can 
be used as popcorn popper. 
Ph 635-7074 after 6 p.m. 
For Sale: Firewood by the 
cord. Ph. 635-2670. 
Nov 6and 9 
4 0"X15" 5 hole Seep wheals. 
2GR 78-15 Radial studded 
snow fires with transom 
rims. 
2GR 70.15 radial summer 
tires with transom rims. 
Ph 638.1547 
P5.16N 
'For Sale-. Beautiful Wolf 
Skin Coat. Size 42. Ph 635• 
2003 and ask for Cabin Nbr. 2 
P2.9 Nov 
For Sale: 2 decorated, 
styrofoam based 3 t ier  
wedding cakes. For more 
Into. Call 635.2548. 
P2.N9 
WANTED 
Spot cash paid for 
used furniture, guns, 
lewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shores. 
Anythlng of value 
We buy - sell • trade 
Gunsmlthlng 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING' 
3215 Ketum Street 
Terrace 633.161:1 
For Rent 3 Bedroom upper 
duplex, utility laundry room 
In basement, carport ,  
private driveway. Close to 
Skeane Sac School. $345.00 
per month. Ph 635-2643 
For Rent: 3 bdrm. 14x70 
mobile home at Copperslde 
Estates. References 
required. Phone for further 
Information. 635.3877. (pl- 
9N) 
For .Rent. One Br. duplex 
suite in town. Furnished. No 
pets. Ph 635-5464. 
P3-9 N 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
3 leap ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, cen- 
trally located. Fully fur- 
llshed. Reasonable rates 
~y day or week. Non- 
Jrlnkers only. Phone 635. 
1611. (ctf-f) 
Cabin for sale at Lekelea 
Lake , off Beam Station 
Read. Ph after 5:00 p.m. 635. 
7901 
1=3-9 N 
Ski cabin for sale on Hudson 
Bay Mountain. Contact 638. 
le02 
PI-9N 
Three bedroom view home 
overlocklng Terrace and the 
Skesna Valley. Many ex. 
cellent features, Including 
well to wall earpetlng, built 
In dishwasher, two full baths 
end large cover.ed sundsck. 
Located In • qulet resldeatlet 
area only minutes from 
schools end downtown. 
Possession can be Im. 
mediate. To view phone 7911. 
2258 after 6pm. (attn.11•10. 
791 
Working couple requires 2 Br 
accommodat ion  Im.  
mediately. 
Weekdays 8:30 a.m.-4:3@ 
p.m. 635.6255. Local 52after 6 
p.m. Ph. 638-1080 
CTFN-21 ,79 
Urgently ~'ee~d two or 3 Br 
accommodation for steadily 
employed man with family. 
Ph 635.9264 
1=5 9N 
For Lease.Warehouse or 
shop. 6 units 19 feet by 48 feet 
by 16 feet. Ceiling 14X14. 
Overhead door. Plumbing 
and gas heat. Ph 635.7459 
CTFN-MWF 2-10-79 
For Rent: 900 eq ft. on 
second floor. A ir  con- 
ditioned. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Ph 63.5•2552. 
CTFN 2.11-79 
Valuable commercial lot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Into pls ph. Russ Roper 562• 
4114 Collect. 
CFTN.2-11-79 
Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cader Crescent. 
Ideal residential area with 
potential v iew. $21,000. 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn.2-10- 
79) 
157 acres with !100 square 
foot 3 bedroom house. 30 foot 
by 40 foot hip roOf, barn 20 
foot by 30 foot 'shop. 
Numerous other buildings. 
Approximately  30 acres 
cleared, rSOme In grass. 
Numerous springs, ponds, a 
potential fish farm. Located 
10 miles from Terrace. All 
for SgS,000. One half down the 
rest at 111/s per cent mar. 
tgege. 
Ph 638.1205 or Radio Phone 
2R057 
i:~.2,8,9,15,16,22,23,29,30 
NOV. 
"Choice commercial lot at 
4653 Park Ave. Asking 
1,15,000. Reasonable offers 
considered. Contact Marion 
Woodland at Alande Realty 
et 563-3332 or 562.4648. 
C4-7,16,21,38 NOV 
56, BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
.: i:;~T,/ :: •.~,~.~,~,,.•~.,,.~• ,. , : ,  .. . . . .  
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one portable sawmlll on 
Columbia trailer, with In. 
ternaiional power unit. Plus 
wheel loader. Contact John 
at 696-3324 In Topley. 
CI0-13 Nov 
For Sale.-Shake and Cedar 
Mill, located In Cedarville 
B.C. Assets Include Joe• 
sereds resaw, cubing 
machine, shingle sew 
1974 Ford Van Good Shape. 
Low mileage, studded tires. 
Ph 635-546S after 5 p.m. 
P3-2,6 and 9 Nov 
Reasonably priced .liXS4 
Marlotte fully furnlshed. Set 
up In troller court, To vlew 
635-2619 
shepeover. Resaw gummer, 
double butt shingle saw, 1962 
International Flat deck 
truck, Poweli air ~ulde 
cuber, 1958 Gravel Truck, 
Tlmber Jack skipper, 350 
cmc Motor on Sklppea, 
Gummer, , chalnsaws, 
conveyors, motors, belts, 
Misc. Tools andEqulpment. 
Asking price negotiable for 
further Into contact Brian 
Elder 635.4951 weekdays 
between 8:30 A.M. and 4:30 
P.M. 
M0.20 Nov 
THRIVING BUSINESS 
AVAILABLE 
!lght unit establlshec 
motel on Highway 16 West. 
Two bedroom manager's 
suite, paved parking area 
on one acre light Industries 
land. Full details avaliabi~ 
to serious Inquiries. 
Contact Murlel Nesle a 
=ark Avenue Realty Ltd. 
A1-9N 
125.16 N 
For Sale 1968 10X52 Mobile 
Home wllh 8X24 ft ioey 
shack. Includes frldge and 
stove, washer and dryer. Ph 
638-1529 
I=5.15 N 
In Hazeiton 1972 12X50 
Embassy Mobile Home.• 
Most be moved from site. Ph' 
collect. 112.559.4294 
C5.9 N 
For Sale: 1972 Stetosmap. 
mobile home. 12xS62. in'. 
cludes washer end dryer, 
frldge, stove, oil furniture 
and appliances, iceY shed 
and  porch. Clean .and 
'reasonably prlcod. For quick 
sale priced under SlO,O00, 
phons 632.3413 anytime or 
632.5069 after 5,'  (c10-12NI, 
1972 Norweatern Mobile 
Home 12X56 with 10X12 
finished addition . Un. 
furnished. In good condition. 
Reasonably priced. Ph. 635- 
5539 
CTFN 31710.79 
1979 Mercury Zephyr 
Villager, 4 door station 
wagon. 302 v8 engine. CTFN 2-11•79 
P.S.P.B. good lemlly wagon, 
$5695. Chinook Trailer Sales 
Ltd. 5506 Highway 16 West . 
Terrace. Ph 635.2033 Dealer 
Nbr. 6101 
C2-7,9,N 
1977 Dodge Aspen Station 
Wagon, extrem~tly low 
mileage, must be seen to be 
appreciated. Ph 635.9546 
1=~gN 
For Sale '!978 Volkswagon 
Rabbit Dteesl Ph 635.4333. 
cs.13 No 
1978 Plymouth Fury 20,000 
miles exc. cood. 4,500.00. 
Queen size waterl:~d. Frame 
and heater $250.00. Home 
made voice of the Theatre 
Speaks. 635.9612. 
PS,9N ~ ..•. 
19~ C~r~ter 4 doOr. A~ 
conditioning and winterized. 
,Excellent Cond. Ph 635.7837 
after 6 p.m. 
C5.12 Nov 
1971 Ford Torlno/Bik and 
Wh. Brand new tires, Some 
rust. 58,000 mllea $do3.O3. 
Perfect driving condition. Ph 
~1&2342 
C,S.9 NOv 
v:or Sale 1978 14X/u Monco 
Mobile Home unfurnished. 
Set up and skirted In local 
tretier park. Ph. 635.9736. 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT: 20' to 26% 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
:insured. Available for Nov.,~ 
Dec., Jan. Phone 632-2420. 
(c20-16N) 
MUST SELL IM- 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 ft." 
Wilderness travel trai ler. 
Asking 88,500. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. 
Last trailer on left. (ctfn-2- 
10-79) 
11 fl camper stove and 
Icebox. ' Needs. f inishing.,  
$2,000' F i RM:= Ph 625.$484 
P2.9N 
Must sell Immediately. 
197~7 31 Foot Wilderness 
Travel Trailer. Asking 
$8,500.00. View at Reel Inn 
Motel Highway 16 West. Last 
trailer on left• 
CTFN 2.11.79 
NOTICE OF SALE 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ACT 
Notice Is hereby given to A. 
E. Ciipp the registered 
owner of a Triumph Herald 
Conv ertabls. Registration 
Nbr. 1594307, Serial SFC. 
1.2939 to come forth before 
November 2Oth, 1979 to pay 
outstennlng balance owed to 
Terrace Engine Rebulldors 
for services performed on 
the afore mentioned vehicle 
on or about June 11, 1973 or 
vehicle will be sold for cost of 
Incurred charges. 
PI0.~ N 
APPLICATION FOR 
AMENDMENT OF 
POLLUTION- CONTROL 
PERMIT 
This application Is to be 
filed with the Director of 
Pollution Control, 3rd Floor, 
1011 4th Avenue, Prince 
George, British Columble, 
V2L 3H9. Any person who 
qualifies as an oblector 
under section 13 of the 
Pollution Cantro! Act may, 
within 30 days of the date of 
application, or within 30 days 
of the date of publication in 
The British Cgiumbie 
G~xotte or In a newspaper, 
or whore service Is required, 
within 30 days of serving a 
copy of the application, file 
with the Director at the 
above address an objection 
in writing to the granting of 
an amendment, stating the 
manper In which'ha Is af- 
fected. 
PRE/~ABLE..Tho pruposa 
of this appiluaflon Is to cover 
discharge of dust con- 
leminants from cyclone used 
In filtering air from shingle 
mill dust cmtrol system and 
request deletion of mill's 
dust fa i l  mon i to r ing  
program. 
I, The MacGIliis and Gibbs 
co (B.C.) Ltd. of Ste. 240.70110 
River Road, Richmond, B.C. 
V6X 1X6 hereby apply for 
amendment(s), as described 
below, to Roltuflon Control 
Permit No. PA.41L~ granted 
on November 25, 1977, which 
authorized tthe discharge of 
conlemlnents from a pole 
and shingle mill wood waste 
burner located at Terrace, 
B.C. to etr. 
AMENDMENTS 
REQUESTED (deacrlbe 
"Before" and "Af ter"  
condltions):i 
1) To add an appendix for the 
dlsdherge or emlsolon of 
contaminants •Into the air 
from a shake and shlngte 
• mill dust control cyclone. 
2) To request deletion of 
dustfall monitoring program 
as outlined in Section 2 of 
Sampling and Monitoring 
Program. 
A1.gN 
1964 Mercury MT00 with 16 ft 
box. Offers taken on a "As 
Is.Where Is" basis Ph 635. Candles and Barble Dam& :- 
9131. To view. Clothes and Ceramics. | 
C5-15 N 1,15-1375 
1220-30 N 
1978 Datsun Iongbox PU 
truck and camper, S speed 
transmission, very low 
mlluge, Like new condition. 
$S,800. Also 1968 Chev Bal 
AJr, rellable transportation, 
$'/00.00. Ph 638.2243 days or 
• 635-4385 evenings. 
;25.13 N 
"200 mllel to the g allonl" 
OFFER FOR GRADER 
OFFERS: Plainly marked 
on the envelope "Offer on 
P.T. Nbr 161 will be received 
by the undersigned up to 2:O3 
p.m. Nov 30, 1979 for the 
following which may or may 
not be complete,and ioceted 
"as Is and where Is" at the 
Ministry of Transportation, 
Communications and High• 
ways yard, Stewart, B.C. 
1975 Avellng Barfod Grader, 
Super 6OO 
SerialSG1181 
Rogistretlon ,1337044 
Reference L.0695 
Llcence and registration are 
not Included. 
To view or for further In- 
formation contact Mr. W.A. 
Haddow,  Mechan ic  
Foreman, Ministry of 
Transportat ion, Com- 
munlcetlons and Highways, 
Stewart, B,C. Tel. 636-2212-3. 
Offers must be accompaied 
by a certified cheque or 
money order made payable 
le the Mlnlsler of Finance for 
10 par cent of the bid. If the 
successful bidder sub• 
sequently withdraws his 
offer, the 10 per cent 
payment shall be liable to 
forfeiture. 
The highest or any offer wil l" 
not necessarily be accepted, 
but the bearer of a successful 
laid will be required to pay 
the 4 per cent S.S. tax. 
A.W. Cherlton, Chairmen, 
Purchasing Commission 
Parliament Boildings, 
Victoria, B.C. VSV 1T8 
AD Nbr 1.61.1979.00 
November I, 1979 
A1.gN 
1959 Edsei, $S00.00:/~ply to . . . . .  * **__************************  
) l i e  T,.Tn: 
i "dd'n'o'o' er° i"'" " . 
paper are two Terrace 
Nbr. O 3213 Kaium St. 
P2.9N 
1973 Comet, 26,500 miles In 
good running condition. Call We prepare 
635-2158 after 5 corportetion papers over the 
PS.N9~ phone..fast. For  more In- 
formation please call THE 
For Sale 1975 Brown with LAW SHOFPE of JACK D. 
wh.lle stripe.Duster. In good JAMES, M.B.A.L1.B. TOLL 
running cond. S28O3.00 OBO FREE 11:14004834035 (In 
Ph 635.2490 Vancouver call 607-2442. d l  
P5.9 Nov Chargex and Mastercharge .~  
welcome;Affn.10.10.79F ; ~ phone numbers. 
4( Find them, and if one is yours you've 
4( WOII. 
For your Xmes Shopping 4( Pick up your tickets at the Herald 
visit Jeaneffe's Ceramics'In ' office; 3212 Kalum St. 4e New Remo.Neison Rd. • ,, 
XMAS IS SPECIAL 
Remember friends and 
relaUvea at home end 
abrold with souvenlers of, 
your ares of B.C.-Send 
Beautiful British Columbia's 
GREAT NORTH Magazine. 
$1.25 each or If 10 of more 
Sl.O0 each• As stockln'9 
stutters try YELLOWHEAD 
DOLLARS.series of four, 
Ter race ,  K l t lmat ,  
Morlcetown Canyon end 
Mount Robson. Set of four 
$4.50 or $1.25 each. Also 
available In .999 fine silver at 
~4.00 each. 
B.C. YELLOWHEAD 16 
Travel Ass'n, 
Box 3636, 
Smlthers, B.C. VOJ2No 
Phone 847.9216 
C5.2,9,16,23,30 Nov. 
=A Arabian mare 10 yrs old. 
14,3 H.H. Excellent show 
horse goes english, weshirn, 
does exceptionally well In 
dressage, started sidesaddle 
and is a potential lumper. 
435-4442 
123-14 N 
For Sale Veal Calves-.S1.50 
pound. Year old laying hens. 
L1.00 each. Ph 635.7563 
P1.9 N 
Riverside bto WreckiniL 
-Lic.ensed mechaniCS a~ailable 
to install parts 
1917 Chevrolet V4 ton, two 
tone green. 350 V8 power 
steering power brakes. 4300 
miles $4995. Chlnnook trailer 
sales. Ltd. 5506 Highway 16 
West Terr,~ce Ph 635.2033. 
Dealer Nbr 6101. 
(:2.7,9 N 
-Used parts & accessories 
-Used cars & trucks 
-Motors & transmissions at 
reduced prices 
-BCAA affiliate 
24 HOUR TOWING 
635-6837 41N Substation Road 635-930(1 
CERTIFIED 
MILLWRIGHT 
A shift Millwright wonted for Sawmill In Prince 
George Area. Preference given to experience !n 
Sawmill Malntsnance. I.W.A. rates wlth full benefits. 
APPLY TO: THE PAS LUMBER COMPANY LTD. 
BOX 879; 
PRINcEGEoRGE, B.C. 
V2 k 41"8 
OR: PHONE COLLECT TO: 
., MR. KARL EBERLE, 
i~l.Si341S1 
1971 Scout International 4X4 
with hydrallc system and 
snow blade. Ph 635.5043. 
1=3-13 N 
1976 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
Good Cond. Lots of Extras. 
Low mileage. Must sell Ph. 
638-1605. 
CFTN 6.11-79 
1974 Dodge Club Cab 1 ton. 
Completely rebuilt over 1200 
worth of new parts. New 
paint. Asking $.1,600. View at 
The Reel inn Motel or Ph 638- 
1241 
C5.9 NOV 
1969 ;/~' Ch'ev truck, 6 
cylinder. Exc. running cond. 
S~0.50. Ph 635.9646 or view 
at 4637 Soucle. 
C2-9 N 
Prmfnc~ m M.~tsW o! 
r..,duntbla FameS= 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders tar the 
following stand tending 
contract will be received by 
the Regional Manager, 
Mlnletry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST 1031.7.17 JS 
located Branch /7 Ranger 
District Kltlmat number of 
hectares 32.2. Viewing date. 
November 20th 1979, leaving 
Ranger.S~lqfl .o0. at 9:00 4i~m.' 
Note: Viewing of the st;,nd 
fendleg site prior to sub- 
mitting a tender for this 
contract le mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 1:30 p.m. 
December 7th 1979. 
Contact ST1031.2.25 JS 
Iloceted Cecil Creek Reaper 
District Kitlmat. Nt iml~of  
hectares 24.3. Viewing date 
Novembor 20th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending silo prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. 
December 7th 1979. 
. Contract ST1031-2-24 JS 
located Branch W.61, ranger 
district Kltlmat number o f  
hectares ~,3"." VleWlnGi'dd[le'" 
November 20th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Sletlon at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewlng of the stand 
hiding site prior to sub. 
miffing a, tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is  1:30 p.m. 
December 7th 1979 
Tenders must be submifled 
on the form and in the an. 
veiopea supplied which, with 
particulars may be obtained 
from the Forest Ranger(s) 
Indicated, or from the 
Regional Manager, Ministry 
:4 Forests, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. 
"the lowest or any tends; will 
,ot nenesesrlly be accepted. 
Thle cell for tender Is under 
the terms of the Canada 
British Columbla Intensive 
fo res t  management  
agreement. 
h 
us, 
Christmas 
Seals 
DISTRICT OF, TERRACE 
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED 
For Terrace Recreation Departments Winter Session 
(January. March) of recreation programs. 
Quallflod Instructors needed In the Arts & Crafts, 
General interest & Fitness areas. Experienced 
volunteers ales needed to lead Sports programs. 
This season we are particularly looking for Instructors 
or leaders for: 
FITNESS 
• Exercise to Music • 2 or 3 times weekday mornings. 
. Co4d Fitness. 2 evenings per week • experienced In 
phys. ed. 
• Yoga. day end.or evenings. 
- Body building. 
SPORTS 
• Martial Arts. particularly Instructor for children's 
luck). 
• Badminton. for adults. 
- Breambell eader. 
ARTS & CRAFTS 
• UpholsMry 
Woodwbrking 
• Wood refinishing 
. Cabinet making 
• Flower arranging 
day or evening 
• Easter Egg Painting 
.Instructor for 
March workshop. 
. Ethnic cooking 
• Microwave cooking 
• Breadmaklng 
. Cake decorating 
MUSIC. Recorder 
- Winemaklng 
• Bridge or Canasta 
evening instructor 
• Instructors for Native 
indian Crafts 
• Leathercreft 
• Lapidary 
• Weaving 
. Spinning & Dying 
. Watercolors 
• Sculpture 
- Bales Craft & model 
Building. Saturday. 
DANCE • Ballroom, Disco, Folk, Square, Dencerlze 
MISCELLANEOUS 
instructors for Senior Citizens Program 
Seniors Activity Night Leaders - one evening • month 
Fires Aid 
Pre.schcol French Instructor 
Ideas for any other programs that you'd like to give or 
take - -  Call Mary.Margaret or Terrl at Ik11.1i74 before 
Nov. 23. 
t 
REMODELING 
YOUR HOME ? 
Before you decide, check the 
Classified Pages. For handy com- 
parison shopping and advice, 
contact reputable • remodeling 
contractors listed in the Class- 
ified Section. 
I k* 
TERRACE-KITIMAT ! 
• , J 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation 
POSIT ION AVAILABLE 
TITLE: GROUP: 
BUILDING-MECHANICAL PROPERTY 
MAINTENANCE MAN ,~tANAGEMENT 
LOCATION: DEPARTMENT: 
BOB QUINN B.M.U. 19 
LAKE REGION 4 
OPEN TO BOTH MALE AND FEMALE AP. 
PLICANTS. 
DUTIES: Reporting to the Building Manager or his 
designate maintains buildings and mechanical 
systems to Corporation standards, retponcb to client 
requeats. Works on his own on a large variety of emil. 
skilled building and grounds maintenance tasks In. 
eluding servicing and maintaining dleesl electric 
generating plants. Performs other related duties as 
required. May be required, from time to time, to act as 
I Trades Helper. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Must have • good general 
knowledge of heating and ventltetlng, carpentry, 
mechanical, plumbing and electrical repairs. 
Knowledge and experience are requlrad In building 
maintenance and repair, also esrvlclng and main. 
tenance of diesel electric generating plants. Secondary 
school graduate preferred. Must possess • valid B.C. 
Driver's Llcence. 
SALARY: $1655.month. Currently an Isolation 
allowance payment of $169.98 par month Is paid In 
eddltlon. 
Bob Qulnn Lake Is a Ministry of Highways establish. 
mmmt located 260 miles North of Terrace, 1311 miles 
North of Stewart and 120 miles South of Dooce L4ke on 
Highway No. 37 (Stewert.Caeslar). 
SEND APPLICATIONS TO: Mr. Alan Andrews, 
Regional Manager, Human Resources, 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation, 
2275 Qulnn Street, 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 2X4 
APPLICATION MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR 
BEFORE NOVEMBER 19th, 1979 BEFORE 4:30 P.M. 
[ ~ " . . 
, I 
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By Abigail Van Buren 
DEAR ABBY: After reading your column on tlOW TO 
I)RIVE A SALESPERSON CRAZY, I felt compelled to give 
the custmner's side of it: 
f lOW TO blAKE A CUSTOMER'S DAY 
• If a customer approaches, run and hide in the back 
room,  
• Continue to ('hat with other salespersons about what 
you did last night. 
• Never smile. A deadpan stare (or frown) will discourage 
customers from bothering you. 
• Never offer assistance. Wait for the customer to ask for 
help. 
• Never serve customers in the order they enter the 
shop. Wait on whoever has the nerve to elbow their w@ up 
to the front. 
• Don't stop stocking and taking inventory to serve 
customers. The faet that their purchases pay your salary is 
immaterial. 
• Forget he motto, "The customer isalways right." They 
are always WRONG, so don't let them put anything over on 
you. 
• Chew gum, eat candy or sneak a smoke while you're on 
the j,h. As long as your boss doesn't see you, it's OK. 
• If a teenager (or someone who's not very well dressedl 
wants to be waited on, either ignore them or don't waste 
much time with them. They're probably "'just looking" 
any way. 
• If you do all the above, the customer will surely shop 
somewhere else and you won't be bothered writing up any 
sales. 
SORE AT SAI,ESPEOPLE IN MILWAUKEE 
DEAR AI3BY: You said, "The younger man should 
apologize to the older man" if they have had a falling out and 
n,dther wants to make the first move. 
Abby, if a person is wrong, no matter what his age, he 
should apologize. Why should it person have to give in just 
because he is younyert 
I think respect should be earned, not automatically given 
Io people just because they're been breathing for a hmg 
t in le .  
YOUNG rlUT STILL LEARNING 
DEAR YOUNG: If you honestly feel that age doesn't en- 
title one to any special consideration (and a modicum of 
respect), you still have much to learn. 
Problems? You'll leel better if you get them off your 
chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los 
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, aelf-sddressed 
envelope. 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY 
Cloverdale Paint n' Paper is Western Canada's 
most progressiv9 Home Decorating retailer. 
We offer a turnkey operation: high traffic store 
Iocat=ons; assistance with lease negotiations and 
arrangements; custom store design; product dis- 
tnbution direct from our factory and central ware- 
house; training in all aspects of retail and busi- 
ness management and on-going marketing sup- 
port. 
We'll give you all the tools . . . . . .  can you build a 
successfull  busmess? 
For more reformation write to: 
Cloverdale Paint n' Paper 
Franchise Division 
6950 King George Highway 
Surrey, B.C. V3W 4Zl 
by Garry Trudeau t 
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~ tigh-level noise. You can't see it or fe 
ut it's one ot:l le worst hazards of thq 
place. Where possibl~ ~, employers sh( 
control it at its source. In the meantim. 
it's up to you to wear proper 
hearing protection. Otherwise 
your heanng may bec:cme 
more and more impairc,,d. And 
that damage v ill be permanent, 
Protect yourm,qF. Staffing now. 
WORKERS'  COMPENSATION rJr~^br~ oFm.+. 1.3111J#'ql% I~ COLUMBIA 
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'*Apart from your neck, how are you 
feeling generally?" 
